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ON THE EXTENDED WHITTAKER CATEGORY
DARIO BERALDO
Abstract. Let G be a connected reductive group with connected center and X a smooth complete curve,
both defined over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Let BunG denote the stack of G-bundles
on X. In analogy with the classical theory of Whittaker coefficients for automorphic functions, we construct
a “Fourier transform” functor coeffG,ext from the DG category of D-modules on BunG to a certain DG
category Wh(G, ext), called the extended Whittaker category. This construction allows to formulate the
compatibility of the Langlands duality functor LG : IndCohN(LocSysGˇ) → D(BunG) with the Whittaker
model. For G = GLn and G = PGLn, we prove that coeffG,ext is fully faithful. This result guarantees that,
for those groups, LG is unique (if it exists) and necessarily fully faithful.
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1. Introduction
Let G be a connected reductive group, with connected center, defined over an algebraically closed field k of
characteristic zero. We fix once and for all a maximal torus and a Borel subgroup containing it: T ⊆ B ⊆ G.
The unipotent radical of B will be denoted N . Let r be the semisimple rank of G and (α1, . . . , αr) the
collection of simple (positive) roots. We also fix Chevalley generators of N .
Let X be a smooth complete connected curve, also over k, and BunG the stack of G-bundles on X . The
main object of interest in the geometric Langlands program is D(BunG), the DG category of D-modules on
BunG. Loosely speaking, in the present paper we propose to study this category using the Fourier transform.
This idea, informally reviewed in Sections 1.1-1.3, is taken directly from the theory of automorphic functions,
which are the function-theoretic analogue of D(BunG).
1.1. A function theoretic analogy.
1.1.1. In the geometric Langlands program we always work over an algebraically closed field of characteristic
zero. On the contrary, when discussing the function theoretic version of the program, which happens only
in Sections 1.1-1.3, we work over Fq: i.e., G is split reductive over Fq and X is a curve over Fq. The reason
is that in this case G(A) is a locally compact group, so that harmonic analysis of locally compact groups
becomes available. Note furthermore that G(O) ⊂ G(A) is a compact subgroup and G(K) ⊂ G(A) a discrete
subgroup. We fix once and for all a Haar measure on G(A).1
Under the “function theory ↔ algebraic geometry” dictionary spelled out in the course of this paper,
we will see that the terms “locally compact group”, “compact group”, “discrete group” go over to “group
indscheme of pro-finite type”, “group scheme”, “group indscheme of finite type” respectively. See Sections
2 and 4.
1.1.2. Whittaker invariant functions. By definition, the vector space of automorphic functions for the group
G consists of C-valued functions on the double quotient
G(K)\G(A)/G(O).
We often view automorphic functions as G(K)-invariant functions on the quotient G(A)/G(O) and denote
them by FunG(K)(G(A)/G(O)).
The classical strategy to analyze FunG(K)(G(A)/G(O)) is to forget the G(K)-invariance and then de-
compose Fun(G(A)/G(O)), considered as a representation of N(A), into eigenspaces parametrized by the
(C×-valued) characters of N(A). Explicitly, for χ a character of N(A), the χ-eigenspace is by definition
FunN(A),χ(G(A)/G(O)) := {f ∈ Fun(G(A)/G(O)) | f(ng) = χ(n)f(g) for any n ∈ N(A)}.
We call Whχ := FunN(A),χ(G(A)/G(O)) the space of χ-Whittaker functions.
1By A (resp. O), we have denoted the algebra of ade`les (resp., integral ade`les), while K := K(X) is the function field of X.
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1.1.3. Thanks to the factorization
FunG(K)(G(A)/G(O))→ FunN(K)(G(A)/G(O))→ Fun(G(A)/G(O)), (1.1)
the only characters of N(A) that matter are the ones trivial on N(K) ⊂ N(A). Let ch denote the space of
such characters and pick χ ∈ ch. It is convenient to regard FunN(A),χ(G(A)/G(O)) as the space of functions
on N(K)\G(A)/G(O)) that are further (N(A), χ)-equivariant. In particular, since the quotient N(A)/N(K)
is compact, we may define the operator of χ-Whittaker coefficient :
coeffG,χ : Fun
G(K)(G(A)/G(O))→ FunN(A),χ(G(A)/G(O)) = FunN(A),χ(N(K)\G(A)/G(O)),
f 7→ (coeffG,χf)(g) :=
∫
N(A)/N(K)
f(n · g)χ−1(n) dn.
1.1.4. The vector space ch is non-canonically isomorphic to K⊕r. The isomorphism depends on two pieces
of data: an “exponential function”, i.e. a character exp : Fq → C
×, and a meromorphic 1-form on X . When
discussing the function theoretic version of the construction, we assume these have been fixed once and for
all. (On the contrary, in the geometric counterpart of the construction, we will work canonically and make
neither of these choices.)
The above choices allow to define the character ψ := exp ◦ Res on A/K. The mentioned isomorphism
K⊕r ≃ ch is then described as (f1, . . . , fr) 7→ χf1,...,fr , where
χf1,...,fr (a1, . . . , ar) := ψ(f1a1 + · · ·+ frar). (1.2)
Indeed, characters of N(A) factor through its abelianization, which is canonically the direct sum of r copies
of A, one for each simple root.
Amongst the elements of ch, there are 2r special ones that will play a role in the sequel. They are in
bijection with subsets of {α1 . . . , αr} (equivalently, subsets of the Dynkin diagram I) and correspond to
setting fi = 1 or fi = 0 in (1.2) for each i ∈ I. In turn, subsets of I parametrize standard parabolics
subgroups of G: for each IM ⊆ I, let P be the standard parabolic whose Levi decomposition is M ⋉ UP ,
where M ⊇ T has simple roots corresponding to IM . Denote by χG,P the corresponding character. For
instance, χG,B = 0 whereas χG,G is maximally non-degenerate.
1.1.5. The action of T (K) on N(A) preserves N(K), whence T (K) acts on ch too. Recall that G is assumed
to have connected center (e.g., G = GLn, PGLn). This condition guarantees that the T (K)-orbits of ch are
in bijection with the set of standard parabolics:
ch =
⊔
P⊇B
chG,P ,
where chG,P is the set of characters χf1,...fr such that fi 6= 0 for i ∈ IM and zero otherwise. Our privileged
representative of the orbit chG,P is, needless to say, χG,P .
By viewing Fun(G(A)/G(O)) as a representation of T (K)⋉N(A), we see that Fourier eigenspaces corre-
sponding to characters in the same T (K)-orbit are canonically identified and that the stabilizer of χG,P in
T (K) is exactly ZM (K). Hence, coeffG,P := coeffG,χG,P will be regarded as a map
coeffG,P : Fun
G(K)(G(A)/G(O))→ FunN(A),χG,P (ZM (K)\G(A)/G(O)).
To simplify the notation, set
Wh(G,P ) := FunN(A),χG,P (ZM (K)\G(A)/G(O)). (1.3)
1.1.6. Putting all Whittaker coefficients together, we obtain the operator∏
P⊇B
coeffG,P : Fun
G(K)(G(A)/G(O)) −→
∏
P⊇B
Wh(G,P ). (1.4)
When G = GL2 or G = PGL2, the group N(A) is a vector group: hence, the theory of Fourier transform
ensures that the above map is injective. For general G, there is no reason to expect this. However, a special
feature of GLn ensures that the following result holds.
Theorem 1.1.7. For G = GLn or G = PGLn, the operator (1.4) is injective.
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1.1.8. The mentioned feature of GLn (and consequently of PGLn) has to do with the standard parabolic
Q ⊆ GLn corresponding to the partition n = (n − 1) + 1, whose Levi decomposition reads Q ≃ (GLn−1 ×
Gm)⋉ V with V := (Ga)
n−1. Theorem 1.1.7 follows immediately from the stronger result below.
Theorem 1.1.9. The map (1.4) factors as the composition of two injections:
FunGLn(K)(GLn(A)/GLn(O))
forget
−−−−→ FunQ(K)(GLn(A)/GLn(O)) →֒
∏
P⊇B
Wh(GLn, P ). (1.5)
1.1.10. Let us briefly sketch the argument (see [20], [16]). The action
(GLn−1 ×Gm)(K) y V (K)
⊥ := {characters of V (A) trivial on V (K)}
has two orbits, the singleton {0} and its complement. Choose the obvious representatives 0 and ξn−1 of
these orbits2, with stabilizer (GLn−1 × Gm)(K) and Q
′(K) respectively. Here Q′ is the standard parabolic
of GLn−1 corresponding to the partition (n− 2) + 1. Then the Fourier transform implies that
FunQ(K)(GLn(A)/GLn(O)) ≃ Fun
Q′(K)⋉V (A),ξn−1(GLn(A)/GLn(O))
× Fun(GLn−1×Gm)(K)⋉V (A)(GLn(A)/GLn(O)).
(1.6)
If n = 2, we are done, and we have actually proved that the rightmost arrow in (1.5) is a bijection. If
n ≥ 3, we treat each of the two terms in (1.6) again by Fourier transform. The first term is the space of
Q′(K)-invariants of FunV (A),ξn−1(GLn(A)/GLn(O)). We apply the above reasoning for Q
′(K) to split it in
two. As for the second term, we write
Fun(GLn−1×Gm)(K)⋉V (A)(GLn(A)/GLn(O)) →֒ Fun
Q′(K)×(Gm(K)⋉V (A))(GLn(A)/GLn(O)),
and again apply Fourier transform with respect to Q′(K). Iterating, we end up with the product of
Wh(GLn, P )’s for all standard parabolic subgroups of GLn. It is immediately checked that this sequence of
Fourier transforms concides with the product of the coefficient operators.
1.2. The main geometric trick. In the geometric setting, the proof of the above statement proceeds along
different lines, resorting to a blow-up trick which could be regarded as the main new idea of the present
paper. Such idea is carried out in Sections 7.2 and 7.5. Here we just describe the two main ingredients: the
first is elementary, the second one less so.
1.2.1. The elementary ingredient. The above space of characters V (K)⊥ is isomorphic to An−1(K). Consid-
ering the blow-up A˜n−1 of An−1 at the origin, we observe that the “last” standard inclusion ιn−1 : A
1 →֒ An−1
yields the isomorphism
A1/(Q′ ×Gm) ≃ A˜n−1/(GLn−1 ×Gm).
In other words, blowing up allows to do induction on n without having to break V (K)⊥ in two parts.
1.2.2. The non-elementary ingredient. Let W be a finite dimensional vector space and W˜ its blow-up at the
origin. In Section 7.5, we show that the geometric version of the tautological map π : W˜ (K)→W (K) enjoys
excellent properties: first, its fibers are cohomologically contractible and, second, it behaves like a proper
map.
1.3. Extended Whittaker functions. It is convenient to repackage the product
∏
P⊇B Wh(G,P ) into a
single space of functions as follows.
Definition 1.3.1. By Wh(G, ext), called the space of extended Whittaker functions, we denote the space
of functions on G(A)/G(O)× ch satisfying
• N(A)-equivariance: f(n · g, χ) = χ(n) · f(g, χ) for all n ∈ N(A);
• T (K)-invariance: f(t · g,Adt(χ)) = f(g, χ) for all t ∈ T (K).
2ξn−1 is the “last” standard element of V (K)⊥
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1.3.2. We often regard Wh(G, ext) as the subspace of N(K)-invariant functions on G(A)/G(O)× ch deter-
mined by the same conditions as above. Again, as the quotient N(A)/N(K) is compact, we are allowed to
define the extended coefficient operator
coeffG,ext : Fun(G(K)\G(A)/G(O))→Wh(G, ext), f 7→ f˜(g, χ) :=
∫
N(A)/N(K)
f(n · g)χ−1(n) dn.
To better replicate this operation in the geometric context, observe that coeffG,ext is the composition of three
operators of different kind:
Fun(G(K)\G(A)/G(O))
forget
−−−→ Fun
(
T (K)
∖(
N(K)\G(A)/G(O)
))
Fun
(
T (K)
∖(
N(K)\G(A)/G(O)
)) pullback
−−−−→ Fun
(
T (K)
∖(
N(K)\G(A)/G(O)× ch
))
Fun
(
T (K)
∖(
N(K)\G(A)/G(O)× ch
)) integrate
−−−−−→Wh(G, ext).
Remark 1.3.3. In particular, coeffG,ext is well-defined on any subspace of Fun
B(K)(G(A)/G(O)), e.g.
FunP (K)(G(A)/G(O)) with P ⊆ G an arbitrary standard parabolic.
1.3.4. Along the lines of Definition 1.3.1,Wh(G,P ) can be viewed as the space of functions on G(A)/G(O)×
chG,P satisfying the same two conditions. Indeed, restriction along {χG,P} ⊂ chG,P yields an equivalence
between the latter definition of Wh(G,P ) and (1.3).
Restriction along the locally closed embedding chG,P ⊂ ch (or alternatively {χG,P} ⊂ ch) induces the map
̺G,ext→P : Wh(G, ext)→Wh(G,P ). Tautologically:
Proposition 1.3.5. The map ∏
P⊇B
̺G,ext→P : Wh(G, ext)→Wh(G,P )
is an isomorphism.
Furthermore, the above map fits in the commutative triangle
FunG(K)(G(A)/G(O)).
∏
P⊇B
Wh(G,P )Wh(G, ext)
≃
∏
̺G,ext→P //
coeffG,ext
bb❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉
∏
coeffG,P
<<③③③③③③③③③③③③③③③③
(1.7)
1.4. What is done in this paper. In this paper, we wish to provide a geometric analog of the story
narrated above, and especially of Theorem 1.1.7.
More specifically, we will first define a DG category Wh(G, ext) (respectively, Wh(G,P )) by directly
translating Definition 1.3.1 (respectively, formula (1.3)). This is the subject of Section 5. Before getting
there, we need to discuss three pieces of algebro-geometric technology.
The first is the theory of D-modules on ind-schemes or pro-finite type. This is necessary due to the
presence of N(A). The relevant aspects of the theory are recalled (amongst other background material) in
Section 2.
The second ingredient is the theory of prestacks parametrizing generically-defined structures. This is
discussed in Section 3 and it is needed to treat the geometrizations of, e.g., N(K), ch, G(A)/G(O).
The third ingredient, treated in Section 4, is the theory of the Fourier-Deligne transform for meromorphic
jets into a vector group, that is, the geometrization of V (A). This is enough to prove, ante litteram, our
main theorem for G = GL2 and G = PGL2.
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The way Wh(G, ext) is assembled out of the Wh(G,P )’s is more subtle than in the function theoretic case:
it is an instance of gluing, or recollement, of DG categories. In technical terms, Wh(G, ext) is equivalent to
the lax limit of the Wh(G,P )’s along some specific functors. More precisely (see [9] for details):
(1) each “restriction” functor ̺G,ext→P : Wh(G, ext)→Wh(G,P ) admits a left adjoint;
(2) by combining the counit of these adjunctions, one obtains a lax functor
Wh(G, ?) : (Par,⊆)op → DGCat,
where Par is the poset of standard parabolics;
(3) taken together, the ̺’s yield a functor Wh(G, ext) → laxlimWh(G, ?), which can be proven to be
an equivalence. This is the counterpart of Proposition 1.3.5, no longer tautological in the geometric
theory.
Coming back to the present paper, Section 6 is devoted to the definition of the functors coeffG,ext :
D(BunG)→Wh(G, ext) and coeffG,P : D(BunG)→Wh(G,P ) fitting in a commutative diagram
D(BunG).
Wh(G,P )Wh(G, ext)
̺G,ext→P //
coeffG,ext
bb❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉
coeffG,P
<<③③③③③③③③③③③③③③③③③③
(1.8)
Finally, our goal in Section 7 is to prove the following main result:
Theorem 1.4.1 (Main Theorem). The functor coeffG,ext : D(BunG) → Wh(G, ext) is fully faithful for
G = GLn and G = PGLn.
In view of the argument of Section 1.1.10, it is perhaps surprising that the proof of this theorem has
nothing to do with the gluing equivalence Wh(G, ext) ≃ laxlim Wh(G,P ). Moreover, the proof can be run
in greater generality: namely, the input needed to define a Whittaker-like category is a naive-unital category
CRan over the Ran space of X, equipped with a naive-unital action of the geometrization of T (K) ⋉ N(A).
In such generality, the source of the coefficient functor is the invariant category (C
B(K)
Ran )indep (cf. Remark
1.3.3).3 In the standard case discussed so far, CRan = D(GrG) is the category over Ran = Ran(X) attached
to the Beilinson-Drinfeld Grassmannian.
What we really prove in Section 7 (see Theorem 7.1.2) is a version of Theorem 1.4.1 for CRan equipped
with a (naive-unital) action of the geometrization of Q(A).
The following conjecture, whose classical analogue is false in general, was proposed in [9]:
Conjecture 1.4.2. For any connected reductive group G with connected center, the functor coeffG,ext :
D(BunG)→Wh(G, ext) is fully faithful.
1.5. Implications for the geometric Langlands program. To conclude this introduction, let us explain
the role our Theorem 7.1.2 (or Theorem 1.4.1) plays in the geometric Langlands program. All the material
in this section is taken from [1], [2] and [9], to which we refer for any undefined symbol.
1.5.1. Let Gˇ be the Langlands dual of G, and let LocSysGˇ := Maps(XdR, BGˇ) denote the derived stack of
Gˇ-local systems on X . Since this stack is quasi-smooth, to any coherent sheaf one can associate its singular
support, which is a closed substack of
Arth : S 7→ {(E, A)
∣∣ E ∈ LocSysGˇ(S), A ∈ H0(S ×XdR, gˇE)}.
Of particular interest is the global nilpotent cone N ⊂ Arth, i.e. the locus cut out by the requirement that
A be nilpotent. Denote by IndCohN(LocSysGˇ) the ind-completion of the category of coherent sheaves with
singular support contained in N.
3The relevant definitions will be supplied in Sections 2 and 3.
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1.5.2. According to [1], the geometric Langlands conjecture calls for an equivalence
LG : IndCohN(LocSysGˇ)
≃
−−−→ D(BunG),
which is supposed to satisfy various desiderata, one of which, the compatibility with the extended Whittaker
model, we are about to spell out.
To start with, recall from the above discussion that we have the extended Whittaker categoryWh(G, ext),
glued out of the 2r categories Wh(G,P ) and equipped with a functor, coeffG,ext, from D(BunG).
A similar picture holds on the Langlands dual side, where IndCohN(LocSysGˇ) embeds fully faithfully
inside a certain DG category Glue(Gˇ). See [2] for the relevant constructions and for the proof of fully
faithfulness. Here, we only point out that Glue(Gˇ) is a category expressed as a lax limit of 2r categories
Q(Gˇ, Pˇ ), parametrized by the poset Par(G). For instance, Q(Gˇ, Gˇ) := QCoh(LocSysGˇ); we omit the definition
for general Pˇ . Denote by
coeff
spec
Gˇ,ext
: IndCohN(LocSysGˇ) →֒ Glue(Gˇ)
the inclusion.
1.5.3. For any P , the categoriesWh(G,P ) and Q(Gˇ, Pˇ ) are related. In fact, there are fully faithful functors
LWh,P : Q(Gˇ, Pˇ ) →֒Wh(G,P ),
which are compatible with gluing and therefore yield a fully faithful functor LWh,ext : Glue(Gˇ) →֒Wh(G, ext).
For instance, let us outline the ingredients concurring in the construction of LWh,G. The geometric
Casselman-Shalika formula implies that
Wh(G,G) ≃ QCoh(LocSysGˇ/[Gˇ,Gˇ]) ⊗
Rep(Gˇ/[Gˇ,Gˇ])indep
Rep(Gˇ)indep,
where Rep(H)indep (see [9]) is the independent category of a unital sheaf of categories associated
to the ordinary Rep(H). Now, Proposition 4.3.4 of loc. cit. asserts the existence of inclusions
iH : QCoh(LocSysH) →֒ Rep(H)indep, functorial with respect to the affine algebraic group H . The inclusion
LWh,G : QCoh(LocSysGˇ) →֒Wh(G,G) is the one induced by iGˇ and iGˇ/[Gˇ,Gˇ].
For more information about the functors LWh,P , the reader may consult [9], [19], and references therein.
1.5.4. The compatibility of the Langlands conjecture with the extended Whittaker model requires that the
diagram
Wh(G, ext)Glue(Gˇ)
IndCohN(LocSysGˇ) D(BunG)
//
LWh,ext
//LG ?❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
coeff
spec
Gˇ,ext

coeffG,ext

(1.9)
be commutative. Since the arrows coeffspec
Gˇ,ext
and LWh,ext are fully faithful, the validity of Conjecture 1.4.2
would imply that LG is unique, if it exists, and automatically fully faithful. Our main theorem shows this is
the case for G = GLn and G = PGLn.
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2. Notation and background
2.1. Prestacks. Let Schaff (resp., Schaff,ft) denote the 1-category of affine k-schemes (resp., affine k-schemes
of finite type) and Grpd the ∞-category of 1-groupoids.
2.1.1. In this paper, by the term “prestack”, we mean what is sometimes called classical 1-prestack, that
is, an arbitrary functor (Schaff)op → Grpd. The 1-category PreStk of prestacks admits limits and colimits,
computed pointwise. The term “space” is a synonym for “prestack”: prestacks are just the spaces that we
allow in algebraic geometry. For instance, they are the spaces on which we are able to define quasi-coherent
sheaves.
When defining a prestack, we simply write it as an assignment Y : S 7→ Y(S), with S denoting an
arbitrary test affine scheme. It should then be obvious how Y operates on arrows in Schaff . When the curve
X is involved, we usually write XS for S ×X .
Restriction along the inclusion Schaff,ft →֒ Schaff yields a functor
PreStk −→ PreStkft := Fun
(
(Schaff,ft)op,Grpd
)
.
This functor is a colocalization, whence we regard PreStkft as faithfully embedded inside PreStk (by left Kan
extension).
2.1.2. The Ran space. The presence of the ade`les in the function theory version of the Langlands program is
reflected in geometry by the appearance of the Ran space of X , that is, the moduli space of finite non-empty
subsets of X . To give a formal definition of Ran := RanX , let fSet be the 1-category of non-empty finite
sets and surjections among them. Then, Ran := colim(fSet)op X
I , where the transition maps are the diagonal
closed embeddings ∆φ : X
J →֒ XI for any surjection φ : I ։ J .
We usually denote points of Ran (that is, finite subsets of X) with the symbol x. An S-point x of
Ran determines an effective divisor on XS := S × X , finite and flat over S, which we denote by Γx. Let
Ux := XS − Γx be its open complement.
Much of the geometry of this paper is relative to the Ran space, which means that our prestacks and
group prestacks fiber over Ran. The “correct” notation for such an object would be YRan → Ran, say;
however we often omit the subscript “Ran” when there is no risk of confusion. This will be the case, e.g., for
(meromorphic) jets, defined below.
However, there is a risk of confusion with spaces parametrizing generically defined geometric structures:
for instance, the affine Grassmannian and the space of rational sections of a prestack Y over X . In fact,
there are two ways to parametrize families of open sets of X : the “Ran version”, which uses Ux for some
x : S → Ran, and the “independent” version (cf. [3], or Section 3.3.4), which uses the notion of “domain”.
As it turns out, we will need both approaches. To distinguish them notationally, we use no decoration for
the Beilinson-Drinfeld Grassmannian over Ran, i.e. the prestack
GrG(S) :=
{
(x,PG, β)
∣∣∣∣ x ∈ Ran(S), PG a G-bundle on XS ,β a trivialization of PG on Ux
}
, (2.1)
whereas GrindepG is its independent version, defined in Section 3.3.13. See Section 3.3.5 for parallel conventions
regarding spaces of rational sections. We also let GrG,XI := GrG×RanX
I : this is defined as in (2.1) with the
only difference that x ∈ XI(S). In general, for Y a prestack over Ran, we set
YXI := X
I ×
Ran
Y,
so that Y ≃ colim
fSetop
YXI .
Notation 2.1.3. Let Y→ Ran be a prestack over Ran. We say that Y→ Ran is a relative indscheme (resp.,
group indscheme, vector bundle, and so on) if YXI → X
I is an indscheme (resp., group indscheme, vector
bundle, and so on) over XI for any I ∈ fSet.
In particular, when Y→ Ran is a relative indscheme, Y is a pseudo-indscheme, in the terminology of [10],
expressed as the colimit of YXI along closed embeddings.
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When dealing with pseudo-indschemes, we use the definition in [19], slightly different from the one in
loc. cit.: for us, pseudo-indschemes are always equipped with a presentation and maps between them are
supposed to be compatible with the presentations.
2.2. DG categories and sheaves thereof.
2.2.1. We will need to consider differential graded (DG) categories of sheaves (mostly, D-modules) on our
prestacks. By default, the term “category” means “co-complete DG category”. We denote by DGCat the
∞-category of such categories, with continuous (i.e., commuting with all colimits) functors as morphisms.
This ∞-category is symmetric monoidal (hence, there is a notion of duality) and admits limits and colimits.
See [18] for the relevant constructions and proofs, or [11] for a review.
Remark 2.2.2. The functor QCoh is defined as a contravariant functor out of PreStk, while D (the functor
of D-modules) only out of PreStkft.
2.2.3. In particular, consider the category of D-modules on the Ran space: R := D(Ran) ≃ lim∆! D(X
I),
which is monoidal with respect to the usual ⊗. We shall consider the ∞-category of DG categories tensored
over (R,⊗), denoted by R-mod. 4
For a prestack Y of finite type over Ran, the category D(Y) is naturally an object of R-mod. Actually,
more is true: D(Y) is the category of global sections of a sheaf of categories over RandR (Lemma 2.2.6).
2.2.4. Let us first fix some notation regarding sheaves of categories over a prestack, following [13]. Set
ShvCat∇(X) := ShvCat(XdR), for X a prestack of finite type. This ∞-category is symmetric monoidal; we
indicate by ⊗ the tensor product. Abusing notation, we indicate by ⊗ := ⊗D(X) the tensor product in
D(X)-mod as well. There is an adjunction
Loc∇X : D(X)-mod⇄ ShvCat
∇(X) : Γ∇(X,−),
with Loc∇X symmetric monoidal. We say that XdR is 1-affine if the above functors are equivalences. E.g.,
YdR is 1-affine whenever Y is a scheme of finite type (loc. cit.).
Remark 2.2.5. Consequently,
ShvCat∇(Ran) ≃ lim
I∈fSet
D(XI)-mod.
Informally, an object of ShvCat∇(Ran) is a collection {MI}I∈fSet, with MI ∈ D(X
I)-mod, together with
compatible equivalences ψI։J : MI ⊗D(XI) D(X
J) → MJ , for any surjection I ։ J . By adjunction, we
obtain a diagram of functors MI →MJ of plain DG categories and Γ({MI}I∈fSet) := limI MI . The monoidal
product in ShvCat∇(Ran) is computed “pointwise” : if C = {CXI}I and C
′ = {C′XI}I , then
C⊗ C
′ ≃
{
CXI ⊗D(XI) C
′
XI
}
I
.
Lemma 2.2.6. The functor Loc∇Ran is fully faithful. In particular, for Y→ Ran a prestack of finite type, we
see that D(Y) ≃ Γ∇(Ran,D(Y)), where
D(Y) := Loc∇Ran(D(Y)) ≃ {D(YXI )}I∈fSet.
Proof. For any I ։ J , the pushforward ∆∗ : D(X
J)→ D(XI) is R-linear, thanks to the projection formula.
Using this, it is easy to check that the unit of the adjunction id→ Γ∇(Ran,Loc∇Ran(−)) is an isomorphism. 
2.3. Contractibility, generic maps, (meromorphic) jets. We say that a prestack Y ∈ PreStkft is (ho-
mologically) contractible if the D-module pullback along the tautological map p : Y → pt is fully faithful.
An important feature of Ran is its contractibility, see [5].
2.3.1. Some notation. For any map of schemes x = {xi}i∈I : S → X
I , recall the divisor Γx ⊂ XS , that is,
the pull-back of the incidence divisor Γinc ⊂ X
I ×X along x × id. Denote by D̂x the formal completion of
XS along Γx: this is a formal scheme with a well-defined associated scheme Dx. Denote by D
◦
x the punctured
disc (more precisely: punctured tubular neighbourhood of x), i.e. the scheme Dx − Γx.
4Notation: given S a monoidal ∞-category and A ∈ Alg(S), we denote by A-mod(S) the ∞-category of A-modules. We also
write A-mod := A-mod(DGCat), when A is a monoidal DG category. Similarly for coalgebras and comodules.
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2.3.2. For a prestack Y fibering overX , let us recall the definition of the space of rational sections of Y→ X :
GSect(Y/X) : S 7→
{
(x, σ)
∣∣∣∣ x ∈ Ran(S),σ a section of S × Y|Ux → Ux
}
.
We also write GMaps(X,Z) for the space of rational sections of Z×X → X , and occasionally abbreviate it
by Z(K).
Theorem 2.3.3 ([10]). The prestack GMaps(X,H) is contractible for any algebraic group H. More generally,
GMaps(X,Y ) is contractible for any affine scheme Y which is covered by open subsets isomorphic to open
subsets of An.
Let now Y → X be a Zariski locally trivial fibration whose fibers satisfy the above hypothesis. Using the
methods of loc. cit., one deduces that GSect(Y/X) is also contractible.
2.3.4. The groups G(A) and G(O) appearing in the introduction will be replaced in geometry by the group
prestacks of meromorphic jets and regular jets into G, respectively. Let us briefly recall the well-known
definitions. For Y → X an arbitrary prestack over X , define the spaces of jets and meromorphic jets of
Y→ X as the prestacks
Jets(Y/X) : S 7→
{
(x, f)
∣∣∣∣ x ∈ Ran(S),f a section of Y|
Dx
→ Dx
}
;
Jetsmer(Y/X) : S 7→
{
(x, f)
∣∣∣∣ x ∈ Ran(S),f a section of Y|
D◦x
→ D◦x
}
.
For H an affine algebraic group, we put H(A) := Jetsmer(H ×X/X) and H(O) := Jets(H ×X/X). We will
need to consider D-modules on H(A) and H(O). These prestacks are of infinite type and therefore they do
not fit in the context for D-modules presented so far. One needs the theory of D-modules on schemes and
indschemes of infinite type ([19], [6]). The following restricted context suffices for us.
2.4. D-modules on indschemes of pro-finite type.
2.4.1. The 1-category IndSchpro/B of indschemes of pro-finite type over B ∈ Sch
ft is constructed out of Schft/B
in two steps. First, let Schpro/B be the full subcategory of Pro(Sch
ft
/B) consisting of those schemes that are
projective limits of finite type schemes along affine smooth surjective maps. As it turns out, the tautological
map Schpro/B → Sch
qc,qs
/B is fully faithful. By definition, a map Y → Z in Sch
pro
/B is finitely presented if it is
base-changed from a map in Schft/B.
The second and last step to construct IndSchpro/B →֒ PreStk/B consists of ind-extending Sch
pro
/B along finitely
presented closed embeddings.5
2.4.2. As in [6], we define
D! :
(
IndSch
pro
/B
)op
→ DGCat, D∗ : IndSchpro/B → DGCat.
For any Y ∈ IndSchpro/B, the categories D
!(Y) and D∗(Y) are in duality.
From the finite-type case, one checks that D! is symmetric monoidal; in particular, pull-back along the
structure map p : Y→ B gives D!(Y) the structure of D(B)-module. The dual action also equips D∗(Y) with
the structure of D(B)-module. (In the notation of loc.cit., this action was denoted by
!∗
⊗.) Hence, both D!
and D∗ upgrade to symmetric monoidal functors
D! :
(
IndSch
pro
/B
)op
→ DGCat/B, D
∗ : IndSchpro/B → DGCat/B.
Furthermore, D∗(Y) and D!(Y ) are mutually dual also as objects of DGCat/B , the evaluation being given by
D!(Y) ⊗
D(B)
D∗(Y)→ D(B), [M,N ] 7→ p∗(M
!∗
⊗N).
5This definition is made to exclude, say, the closed embedding ι : Spec(k) → Spec(k[x1, x2, . . .]). In fact ι (and more
generally inclusions of infinite codimension) exhibits some pathological functorial behaviour.
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2.4.3. Let us now redo the above construction over Ran. Let IndSchpro/Ran be the 1-category of relative
indschemes of pro-finite type, see 2.1.3.
For Y→ Ran a relative indscheme of pro-finite type, we define
D!(Y) := lim
I∈fSet,∆˜!
D!(YXI ), D
∗(Y) := colim
I∈fSetop,∆˜∗
D∗(YXI ),
where ∆˜ : YXJ → YXI is the closed embedding induced by ∆ : X
J →֒ XI via pullback.
It is clear that D!(Y) and D∗(Y) are the global sections of their localizations over Ran, denoted D!(Y) and
D
∗(Y).
2.4.4. For any affine algebraic group H , the group prestack H(A) is a relative indscheme of pro-finite type
over Ran, while H(O) is a relative group scheme of pro-finite type. When H is unipotent, for instance
H = N , the structure is richer.
Lemma 2.4.5. For H unipotent, the prestack H(A)XI is an ℵ0 ind-object (with our definition of closed
embeddings!) in Groups(Schpro
/XI
).
Proof. It suffices to prove the result for H = N(GLn), the unipotent radical of GLn. More generally, assume
that H is the unipotent radical of a reductive group G and consider the map
Ad : T (A)XI ×
XI
N(O)XI → N(A)XI
given by conjugation. Each T -cocharacter µ naturally yields section σµ of T (A)XI → X
I . Denote by N(A)µ
XI
the image of the map
N(O)XI
σµ×idN(O)
−−−−−−−→ T (A)XI ×
XI
N(O)XI
Ad
−−→ N(A)XI .
Each N(A)µ
XI
is a group subscheme of N(A)XI . It is easy to verify that, for µ dominant regular, N(A)XI is
the increasing union of N(A)m·µ
XI
as m→ +∞. 
Remark 2.4.6. Fix an ind-group-scheme presentation N(A)XI ≃ colimn∈NN(A)n,XI . Tautologically,
D!(N(A)XI ) ≃ limnD
!(N(A)n,XI ), so that the datum of an action of N(A)XI on C ∈ DGCat/XI is the same
as a sequence of compatible N(A)n,XI -actions.
2.5. Categorical representation theory. Let B ∈ Schft or B = Ran. Since the functor
D! : IndSchpro/B → D(B)-mod
is symmetric monoidal, any group object (H,m) ∈ IndSchpro/B gives rise to the Hopf algebra (D
!(H),m!,∆!)
in D(B)-mod. As in [6], we say that H acts on C ∈ D(B)-mod if C is given the structure of a comodule
over (D!(H),m!); equivalently: a module over (D∗(H),m∗).
The object CH ∈ D(B)-mod, defined by the totalization of the usual cobar construction
CH := lim
(
C //
//
C ⊗
D(B)
D!(H) //
//
// · · ·
)
,
is called the invariant category; oblvH : CH → C denotes the tautological conservative functor. When
H belongs to SchproH , this functor admits a continuous right adjoint, Av
H
∗ . If H is also cohomologically
contractible, AvH∗ is a colocalization. In contrast, if H is a group indscheme, then oblv
H typically does not
admit a continuous right adjoint.
2.5.1. Let now G → Ran be a relative group indscheme. We say that G acts on C ∈ ShvCat∇(Ran) if C is
endowed with a coaction of
D
!(G) ∈ CoAlg(ShvCat∇(Ran)) ≃ lim
I∈fSet
(CoAlg(D(XI)-mod)).
We define CG ∈ ShvCat∇(Ran) formally as before.
Lemma 2.5.2. If G acts on CRan ∈ R-mod, then G acts on C := Loc
∇
Ran(CRan) and there is a canonical
equivalence Γ∇(Ran,CG) ≃ CGRan.
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Proof. Since Loc∇X is symmetric monoidal in general, it is immediate to deduce that C inherits a G-action.
We now write
(CRan)
G ≃ ( colim
I∈fSetop
D(XI)) ⊗
D(Ran)
(CRan)
G ≃ lim
I∈fSet
(
D(XI) ⊗
D(Ran)
(CRan)
G
)
≃ lim
I∈fSet
(CXI )
G
XI ,
where the last step is a consequence of the dualizability of D(XI) as an object of (R-mod,⊗). Finally, note
that the RHS equals Γ∇(Ran,CG) by definition. 
2.5.3. In the two lemmas below, we present two cases in which the functor oblvG is fully faithful despite
lacking a continuous right adjoint.
Lemma 2.5.4. Let CRan ∈ R-mod be equipped with an action of N(A), where N is a unipotent group. Then
oblvN(A) : (CRan)
N(A) → CRan is fully faithful.
Proof. Thanks to Lemma 2.2.6 and the lemma above, it suffices to prove the following claim: for CXI ∈
D(XI)-mod acted on by N(A)XI , the forgetful functor C
N(A)
XI
XI → CXI is fully faithful.
Writing N(A)XI = colimn∈NN(A)n as in Remark 2.4.6, we see that (CXI )
N(A)
XI is the intersection of the
subcategories (CXI )
N(A)
n,XI ⊆ CXI . 
Lemma 2.5.5. Let CRan be a dualizable object of D(Ran)-mod, equipped with an action of a contractible
relative group indscheme G (for instance, G := H(K)Ran with H an algebraic group). Then the forgetful
functor oblvG : (CRan)
G → CRan is fully faithful.
Proof. Writing CRan as the limit of the split cosimplicial category CRan⊗D(G) //
//
CRan⊗D(G)
⊗2 · · · , the
functor oblvG arises as a limit of functors φn : CRan ⊗ D(G)
n → CRan ⊗D(G)
n+1, each of which is obtained
from p! : D(Ran) → D(G) by tensoring up with a dualizable object in D(Ran)-mod. By the contractibility
of G, each φn is fully faithful, whence so is oblv
G. 
2.5.6. Actions by semi-direct products. Let B a scheme of finite type or B = Ran. Assume G andH are group
inschemes over B with G acting on H. If G⋉H acts on CB, then the oblv
H : (CB)
H → CB is G-equivariant.
By commuting limits with limits, we see that ((CB)
H)G is the fiber product (CB)
G ×CB (CB)
H. Also, the
natural functor from (CB)
G⋉H to such fiber product is an equivalence.
2.6. Sheaves of categories over quotient prestacks. To prove that the two definitions of the Whittaker
category Wh(G,P ) (cf. Section 1.3.4 for the function-theoretic analogy) are equivalent, we need to discuss
crystals of categories over quotients of a prestack by a group prestack. To guarantee the expected result
(e.g. Proposition 2.6.2), one has to impose a technical condition on the prestacks involved. This technical
condition is satisfied in all examples considered in the sequel.
2.6.1. Let (G,m) a group object in PreStkft, which can be written as a colimit of 1-affine schemes along
proper transitions maps. We have the monoidal equivalence
(ShvCat∇(pt/G),⊗) ≃
(
(D(G),m!)-comod,⊗
)
.
Under this equivalence, the invariant category CG corresponds to the value of Γ∇(pt/G,−) on the sheaf
associated to C.
Let now Y ∈ PreStkft, also assumed to be a colimit of schemes along proper maps. Assume that G acts on
Y and denote by f : (Y/G)dR → (pt/G)dR the obvious map. Consider the usual adjunction
coresf : ShvCat
∇(pt/G)⇄ ShvCat∇(Y/G) : coindf .
Now, the composition coindf ◦ coresf , considered as an endofunctor of D(G)-comod, sends C C⊗D(Y),
where C⊗D(Y) is equipped with the diagonal G-action.
Proposition 2.6.2. With the notation as above, let H →֒ G a subgroup and Z →֒ Y be an H-invariant closed
subscheme such that i : (Z/H)dR → (Y/G)dR is an isomorphism. Then, for C a category acted on by G,
pullback along Z→ Y yields an equivalence(
C⊗D(Y)
)G ≃
−−−→
(
C⊗D(Z)
)H
.
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Proof. The diagram
ShvCat∇(pt/H) ShvCat∇(Z/H)
ShvCat∇(pt/G) ShvCat∇(Y/G)
DGCat//
coresf //
≃ coresi

Γ
∇
//
Γ
∇
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
is commutative, thanks to the fact that i is an equivalence. Start with C at the top-left corner and fol-
low it along the two possible paths towards the botton-right corner, using the identity Γ∇(Y/G,−) ≃
Γ∇(pt/G, coindf (−)). 
3. Naive-unital structures on categories tensored over Ran(X)
Recall our notation: R := (D(Ran),⊗). Objects of the∞-category R-mod are called “categories tensored
over Ran”. This definition has of course nothing to do with the semigroup structure of Ran (given by union
of finite sets), reviewed below. Naive-unitality is a piece of structure on an object CRan ∈ R-mod that takes
the latter into account.6
We shall first describe unital spaces over Ran. Categories ofD-modules on such spaces inspire the definition
of naive-unitality for an object CRan ∈ R-mod. This kind of structure is important because it allows to “mod
out the Ran space”: i.e., it allows to extract a subcategory, called Cindep, of the DG category underlying
CRan.
3.1. Definition and basic examples.
3.1.1. The operation add : Ran× Ran→ Ran of union of non-empty finite sets makes Ran into a monoid in
the category of prestacks. Let Rco denote the comonoidal category (D(Ran), add!).
Definition 3.1.2 (See [4], [19]). We say that a prestack Z over Ran is unital if it has been given the structure
of an object of the slice category (
(Ran, add)-mod(PreStk)
)
/Ran
;
in other words, Z is equipped with an action of (Ran, add) making the structure map Z → Ran a morphism
of (Ran, add)-modules.
Let Y be an arbitrary prestack (resp., a prestack over X). It easy to see that Y(K) := GMaps(X,Y) (resp.,
GSect(Y/X)) and GrG all possess a unital structure. For instance, in the first case, the action map is
act : Ran× GMaps(X,Y)→ GMaps(X,Y),
(x; y, f : X − y→ Y) 7→ (x ∪ y, f |X−(x∪y)). (3.1)
3.1.3. The category (Ran, add)-mod(PreStk) is naturally symmetric monoidal and (Ran,∆) is a coalgebra
object therein. By pullback, R acquires the structure of a commutative algebra in the symmetric monoidal
∞-category Rco-comod. Hence, it makes sense to consider the ∞-category R-mod(Rco-comod).
Let now Y := Y be a scheme of finite type. By pull-back, D(GMaps(X,Y )), D(GSect(Y/X)) and D(GrG)
acquire the structure of objects of the latter ∞-category. These examples motivate the following definition.
Definition 3.1.4. The ∞-category
R-modun := R-mod(Rco-comod)
will be referred to as the ∞-category of naive-unital R-modules.
6The term “unital” has been reserved for sheaves of categories over RandR, see [14] and [19]. Here, we just consider their
global sections, hence the choice of the term “naive-unital”.
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3.1.5. Since the forgetful functor Rco-comod → DGCat is symmetric monoidal, we obtain a functor θ :
R-mod(Rco-comod) → R-mod. This is the functor that “forgets the naive-unital structure”. After the
foundational work [18], the following result is formal.
Lemma 3.1.6. R-modun admits:
• all limits and colimits, compatible with the obvious forgetful functor θ : R-modun → R-mod;
• a symmetric monoidal product with respect to which θ is monoidal.
3.2. Less basic examples. Besides unital spaces, there are several other spaces Y → Ran, e.g. Y = G(A),
whose categories of D-modules naturally (but not obviously!) belong to R-modun . The most interesting
examples are obtained by considering indschemes with an action of Ran in the setting of correspondences.
3.2.1. Recall PsIndSchpro, the 1-category of pseudo-indschemes of pro-finite type, see Notation 2.1.3, and
consider the symmetric monoidal 1-category Corr := Corr(PsIndSchpro) defined as follows.
Objects of Corr are the same as the ones of PsIndSchpro; the set of morphisms between X and Y consists
of diagrams X ← H → Y in PsIndSchpro, where H → X is arbitrary while H → Y is required to be
finitely presented. The symmetric monoidal structure of Corr is inherited by the one of PsIndSchpro, that
is, the tautological functor PsIndSchpro → Corr is symmetric monoidal. It follows that the monoid object
(Ran, add) ∈ PsIndSchpro is in particular a monoid object of Corr.
Thanks to [15] and [19], the usual functor D! admits an enhancement to a symmetric monoidal functor
D! : (Corr,×)→ (DGCat,⊗), whose action on 1-morphisms is
X
α
←− H
β
−→ Y β+ ◦ α
! : D!(X)→ D!(Y).
Here, β+ : D
!(H)→ D!(Y) is the functor that satisfies base change with respect to !-pullbacks. It is defined
whenever β is finitely presented.
3.2.2. Let us consider the 1-category RanCorr defined as follows. Its objects are pseudo-indschemes of
pro-finite type equipped with an action of (Ran, add) in Corr, informally presented as pairs (Y,Ran × Y ←
H → Y), where Y,H ∈ IndSchpro and H → Y is of finite type. Morphims in RanCorr are maps of pseudo-
indschemes commuting with the Ran-action: in other words, morphisms between (Y,Ran×Y← H→ Y) and
(Y′,Ran× Y′ ← H′ → Y′) consist of commutative diagrams
Ran× Y′ H′ Y′
Ran× Y H Y
oo
oo
//
//
 
(3.2)
compatible with further compositions.
Remark 3.2.3. The objects of RanCorr and of (Ran, add)-mod(Corr) coincide. However, these two 1-categories
are not equivalent: morphisms are defined differently.
3.2.4. Consider now the slice category RanCorr/Ran: informally, its objects are described by commutative
diagrams
Ran× Ran Ran.
Ran× Y H Yoo
add //
//
id×p ((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗
p

(3.3)
Note that RanCorr/Ran is symmetric monoidal, the product being ×Ran. More precisely, the product between
the object represented by (3.3) and its analogue decorated with primes is given by
Ran× Ran Ran.
Ran× (Y ×
Ran
Y′) H ×
Ran×Ran
H′ Y ×
Ran
Y′oo
add //
//
))❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙

(3.4)
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Lemma 3.2.5. The functor D! : RanCorr/Ran → DGCat lifts naturally to a symmetric monoidal functor
D! : RanCorr/Ran → R-mod
un .
Proof. Immediate from the construction. 
3.2.6. The above lemma allows to construct several objects in R-modun . To exhibit our main example, let
H ∈ Schaff,ft and consider the space
H(O,A) := H(O,A)Ran×Ran : S 7→
{
(x, y, f)
∣∣∣∣ x ∈ Ran(S), y ∈ Ran(S)f : Dx∪y − Γy → H
}
.
We leave it to the reader to verify that the correspondence
Ran×H(A)←− H(O,A) −→ H(A)
(x; y, f |
D◦y
) 7 →(x, y, f) 7→ (x ∪ y; f |
D◦x∪y
),
makes H(A) into an object of RanCorr/Ran, thereby endowing D
!(H(A)) with the structure of a naive-unital
R-module.
A completely parallel discussion holds for H(O), where the intermediate object is
H(O,O) := H(O,O)Ran×Ran : S 7→
{
(x, y, f)
∣∣∣∣ x ∈ Ran(S), y ∈ Ran(S)f : Dx∪y → H
}
.
3.2.7. Assume now that H is an algebraic group. Then the group structure of H(A) makes the latter into
a group object of RanCorr/Ran. Consequently, D
!(H(A)) is a coalgebra object in the symmetric monoidal
∞-category R-modun .
Remark 3.2.8. All in all, our familiar prestacks G(A), GrG, T (K) ⋉ N(A) are all naturally in RanCorr/Ran.
Moreover, it is straightforward to check that the usual maps between them, e.g. G(O) → G(A), T (K) ⋉
N(A)→ G(A), G(A)→ Gr are morphisms in RanCorr/Ran.
3.2.9. Given G be a arbitrary group object G of RanCorr/Ran and CRan ∈ R-mod
un , we say that G acts
unitally on CRan if the latter is given the structure of a D
!(G)-comodule in the ∞-category R-modun . (By
Remark 3.2.8, the usual actions of G(A) and T (K)⋉N(A) on D(GrG) are examples of unital actions.)
In the presence of such structure, we can form the invariant category (CRan)
G by the usual totalization.
The invariant category, as well as the tautological morphism oblv : (CRan)
G → CRan, are naive-unital. This is
simply because, by Lemma 3.1.6, R-modun admits limits.
3.3. Independent subcategories. Consider Vect as an object of Rco - comod via the comonoidal functor
ωRan ⊗− : Vect→ R
co. Using this, define the functor
indep : R-modun −→ DGCat, CRan  limCobarRco(Vect,CRan).
We often write Cindep in place of indep(CRan). Observe that Cindep is just a plain DG category, no longer
tensored over Ran.
Remark 3.3.1. By abstract nonsense, indep preserves arbitrary limits and is colax-monoidal. However, as
D(Ran) is self-dual, indep can be described as the functor of tensoring with Vect over the monoidal category
(D(Ran), add∗), which is canonically lax-monoidal. Hence, indep is actually monoidal.
Proposition 3.3.2 (See [14] for a sketch). For CRan ∈ R-mod
un , the structure functor Cindep → CRan is fully
faithful.
The next result will be tacitly used several times.
Lemma 3.3.3. Let ARan → CRan ← BRan be a diagram in R-mod
un with ARan → CRan fully faithful. Then
the natural arrow (ARan ×CRan BRan)indep → ARan ×CRan Bindep is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. Let us first treat the case when BRan ≃ CRan: the claim then reduces to the equivalence Aindep ≃
ARan×BRan Bindep, as subcategories of ARan, which is clear. To deduce the general case, it suffices to apply the
above to ARan×CRanBRan → BRan ← BRan, noticing that the leftmost arrow is fully faithful by construction. 
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3.3.4. Examples of independent subcategories. We wish to recall some examples of independent subcategories,
crucial in the sequel. To do so, let us recall the following definition. An open subset U ⊆ XS is said to be
a domain if it is universally dense with respect to the projection XS → S. That is, for any map of affine
schemes T → S we require that UT := U ×XT XS be non-empty. Equivalently, U is a domain iff the fiber
Us is non-empty for any geometric point s ∈ S.
3.3.5. For Y→ X a prestack, set
GSect(Y/X)indep : S 7→
{
(U, σ)
∣∣∣∣ U is a domain in XS ,σ a section of S × Y|U → U
}/
∼, (3.5)
where ∼ is the equivalence relation that identifies (U, σ) ∼ (U ′, σ′) whenever σ and σ′ agree on U ∩ U ′.
Observe that the notion of domain is designed to make the above assignment into a functor. We also define
GMaps(X,−)indep in the obvious way. The reason for the choice of these notations will become clear after
Proposition 3.3.11.
Lemma 3.3.6 ([3]). The functor GSect(−/X)indep : Schft/X → PreStk preserves finite limits (in particular:
fiber products) and open embeddings.
3.3.7. From [3] and [10], one deduces the following important result.
Theorem 3.3.8. Let Y → X be a Zariski-locally trivial fibration with fibers satisfying the assumption of
Theorem 2.3.3. Then GSect(Y/X)indep is contractible. In particular, H(K)indep is contractible for any affine
algebraic group H.
Notation 3.3.9. To reduce cuttler, we sometimes use GSect (−/X) := GSect(−/X)indep and H(K ) in place
of H(K)indep.
3.3.10. Let us now give some explicit calculations of independent subcategories. These will be formal
consequences of the following result.
Proposition 3.3.11 ([3]). The pull-back functor along the obvious map GSect(Y/X) → GSect(Y/X)indep
factors through an equivalence
D
(
GSect(Y/X)indep
) ≃
−−−→ D(GSect(Y/X))indep.
3.3.12. Assume CRan ∈ R-mod
un is a naive-unital category over Ran, acted on unitally by H(K) for some
group H . Suppose also that H(K) acts on GSect(Y/X) in the symmetric monoidal 1-category RanCorr/Ran.
Then the tensor product CRan ⊗D(GSect(Y/X)) inherits a unital action of H(K) and(
CRan ⊗D(GSect(Y/X))
)H(K)
is also naive-unital, by Lemma 3.1.6.
Remark 3.3.1 guarantees that H(K) acts on Cindep, as well as on D(GSect(Y/X)), and that there is a
natural equivalence (
CRan ⊗D(GSect(Y/X))
)H(K)
indep
≃
(
Cindep ⊗D(GSect(Y/X)
indep)
)H(K )
.
3.3.13. Similarly to the discussion for generic sections, for any sub-group H ⊆ G, define the prestack
BunH - genG : S 7→

(PG;U, αH)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
PG a G-bundle on XS ,
U ⊆ XS a domain,
αH an H-reduction of PG|U

/ ∼ .
In particular, GrG, the independent version of the affine Grassmannian, equals Bun
1−gen
G , while Bun
G−gen
G ≃
BunG.
Now, look at the natural action of H(K) on GrG, which is obviously unital. Hence, D(GrG)
H(K) is naive-
unital and
D(GrG)
H(K)
indep ≃ D(Gr
indep
G )
H(K ).
The latter is equivalent to D(BunH−genG ): in fact, by [8], the natural arrow Gr
indep
G → Bun
H−gen
G is an effective
epimorphism in the e´tale topology.
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3.4. Quasi-sections vs generic sections. For future use, we record the relation between generic sections
and the more classical notion of quasi-sections.
3.4.1. For a locally-free sheaf E on X , recall that the space of quasi-sections of PE → X is the prestack
QSect(PE/X) whose S-points are pairs (L, i : L →֒ E⊠OS), with L a line bundle on XS and i an inclusion of
coherent sheaves with S-flat cokernel. It is well-know that QSect(PE/X) is a scheme, expressible as a disjoint
union of projective schemes.
There exists a natural map q : QSect(PE/X) → GSect (PE/X), defined using the following observation
([3]): given an S-point (L, i : L →֒ E ⊠ OS) of QSect(PE/X), the locus where i is XS-flat is a domain. This
map realizes GSect(PE/X) as the quotient of QSect(PE/X) by a proper equivalence relation (up to Zariski
sheafification). In other words, letting Q• : ∆
op → Sch be the Cech simplicial scheme generated by q, the
following assertions hold:
• Q1 → Q0 ×Q0 is a closed embedding;
• for any n ≥ m, each face map Qn → Qm is proper;
• the tautological map LZar (colimQ•) → GSect(PE/X) is an isomorphism. (Here L
Zar denotes the
Zariski sheafification functor.)
3.4.2. For a locally closed subscheme Y ⊆ PE, one defines
QSect(Y/X) := GSect (Y/X) ×
GSect(PE/X)
QSect(PE/X).
The notation QSect(Y/X) is abusive, as it does not mention the immersion Y ⊆ PE on which the definition
depends. However, such an immersion should always be clear from the context.
Lemma 3.4.3 ([7]). If Y ⊆ PE is closed, then QSect(Y/X)→ QSect(PE/X) is a closed embedding.
Corollary 3.4.4. With the notation above, let f : Z →֒ Y be an immersion such that the resulting map
f : Z →֒ PE is a closed embedding. Then the induced map F : GSect(Z/X) → GSect (Y/X) is a closed
embedding, too.
4. Fourier transform for meromorphic jets
Let V be a vector group, i.e. a group isomorphic to Gna for some n ≥ 1. We wish to develop the theory
of Fourier transform for the relative group prestack V (A)→ Ran.
As reviewed below, each V (A)XI is an ind-vector bundle of pro-finite type.
7 We need the notion of dual of
such an object: if E = colimn limr En,r, then E
∨ := colimr limn(En,r)
∨ along the dual transition maps. We
refer to [6] for a discussion of the legitimacy of such a definition. To fix conventions, whenever E is locally
free on a scheme B, we write V(E) for SpecB(SymE
∨).
4.1. The dual of the prestack of jets into a vector group. Let Ω := ΩX the canonical line bundle
on X . In this section, we recall that the dual of V (A) identifies with the prestack of meromorphic jets of
V ∨-valued 1-forms.
4.1.1. For n ≥ 0, define
V (A)rn,XI := V
(
p∗
(
V ⊗ OD(nΓinc)/OD(−rΓinc)
))
,
where p denotes the obvious map p : D→ XI . Each V (A)rn,XI is a vector bundle on X
I . By Grothendieck
duality, its dual is described as follows.
Lemma 4.1.2. The dual of V (A)rn,XI is the prestack
V ∨ω (A)
r
n,XI : S 7→
{
(x, σ)
∣∣∣∣ x ∈ XI(S),σ a section of V ∨ ⊗ (OS ⊠ ΩX(rΓinc)/OS ⊠ ΩX(−nΓinc))
}
.
7This stands to “vector bundle” the same way IndSchpro
/B
stands to Schft/B.
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4.1.3. By taking the limit of V ∨ω (A)
r
n,XI as n→∞, we obtain
V ∨ω (A)
r
XI : S 7→
{
(x, σ)
∣∣∣∣ x ∈ XI(S),σ a V ∨-valued section of (OS ⊠ ΩX(rΓ))|Dx
}
.
This is a pro-vector bundle over XI , and the natural map V ∨ω (A)
r
XI → V
∨
ω (A)
r+1
XI
an injection. Finally,
taking the colimit as r→∞ and assembling over the Ran space, we obtain:
(V (A))∨ ≃ V ∨ω (A) : S 7→
{
(x, σ)
∣∣∣∣ x ∈ Ran(S),σ a V ∨-valued section of OS ⊠ ΩX over D◦x
}
.
4.1.4. Let
Res := ResXS/S : (Ga)ω(A)→ Ga. (4.1)
denote the relative residue map. Unwinding the constructions, the evaluation pairing
ev : V (A)× V ∨ω (A)→ Ga (4.2)
is defined combining the residue map with the evaluation of vector groups e˜v : V ⊗ V ∨ → Ga :
V (A) ×
Ran
V ∨ω (A)
mult
−−−→ (V × V ∨)ω(A)
e˜v
−−→ (Ga)ω(A)
Res
−−−→ Ga.
Remark 4.1.5. Let L be a line bundle on X . The above argument shows that VL(A), the group prestack of
meromorphic jets of V -valued sections of L, is dual to (V ∨)L−1⊗Ω(A).
4.2. The Fourier transform equivalence. The abelian group structure on V (A) endows D∗(V (A)) with
the structure of a commutative algebra object of R-mod.8 The product is as usual called convolution and
denoted by ⋆. We wish to construct a Fourier transform functor FTV (A) such that the following theorem
holds.
Theorem 4.2.1. FTV (A) yields a equivalence(
D∗(V (A)), ⋆
)
≃
−−→
(
D!(V ∨ω (A)),⊗
)
. (4.3)
of commutative algebra objects in R-mod.
The construction for each fixed XI was performed in [6]. Indeed, the usual Fourier transform for vector
bundles over a scheme yields an equivalence(
D∗(V (A)rn,XI ), ⋆
)
≃
−−→
(
D!(V ∨ω (A)
r
n,XI ),⊗
)
(4.4)
of commutative algebras in DGCat/XI . Now, Fourier transform transforms a push-forward along a linear
map into the pull-back along the dual map, hence we obtain a monoidal equivalence(
colimr limn D
∗(V (A)rn,XI ), ⋆
)
≃
−−→
(
colimr limn D
!(V ∨ω (A)
r
n,XI ),⊗
)
.
The category colimr limn D
∗(V (A)rn,XI ) is naturally equivalent to D
∗(V (A)XI ). It remains to show that
colimr limn D
!(V ∨ω (A)
r
n,XI ) ≃ D
!(V ∨ω (A)XI ).
This holds because the natural map
colimr limn V (A)
r
n,XI → limn colimr V (A)
r
n,XI ≃ V
∨
ω (A)XI
is an isomorphism (loc. cit.). It is immediate to assemble these equivalences as I ∈ fSet varies, and we obtain
Theorem 4.2.1.
8Recall that R := (D(Ran),⊗).
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4.2.2. Consider now the subfunctor V (K) →֒ V (A). The annihilator of V (K) inside V ∨ω (A) will be denoted
by chV . Using the theorem about the sum of residues, we deduce the following characterization of chV .
Lemma 4.2.3. The prestack chV → Ran is equivalent to the relative indscheme (of ind-finite type)
parametrizing rational sections of V ∨ ⊗ ΩX , that is, chV ≃ GSect(V(V
∨ ⊗ ΩX)/X).
Remark 4.2.4. In the context of the Fourier transform, we always need to consider chV as fibered over Ran.
However, in the definition of the Whittaker categories and in the proof of Theorem 7.1.2, it will be essential
to consider also the independent version chindepV .
4.3. The extended coefficient functor for vector groups.
4.3.1. Let W →֒ V an inclusion of relative ind-pro-vector bundles over a base B (where B ∈ Schft or
B = Ran) and W⊥ the annihilator of W inside V∨. Given C ∈ D(B)-mod a category acted on by V, Fourier
transform induces an equivalence
CW ≃ C|
W
⊥
, (4.5)
compatible with the forgetful functors to C; see [6]. (Of course, we are interested in the case where W →֒ V
is V (K) →֒ V (A).) We now manipulate the RHS of (4.5) in a trivial, yet useful, manner.
4.3.2. Written out explicitly, the RHS of (4.5) is
C|
W
⊥
:= HomD!(V∨)
(
D!(W⊥),C
)
.
Thanks to the Bar resolution of D!(W⊥) as a D!(V∨)-module, we obtain
C|
W
⊥
≃ lim
(
Hom(D!(W⊥),C) //
//
Hom
(
D!(V∨)⊗D!(W⊥),C
) // //// · · · ) .
Next, we use duality:
C|
W
⊥
≃ lim
(
D∗(W⊥)⊗ C //
//
D∗(V∨)⊗D∗(W⊥)⊗ C //
//
// · · ·
)
.
Finally, via the Fourier transform for V∨, we get:
C|
W
⊥
≃ lim
(
D∗(W⊥)⊗ C //
//
D!(V)⊗D∗(W⊥)⊗ C //
//
// · · ·
)
. (4.6)
Let i : W⊥ →֒ V∨ be the inclusion. Unraveling the equivalences, the arrows of this cosimplicial complex are
generated by the following three kinds, according to the usual pattern:
• coact, the coaction of D!(V) on C;
• m!V, the pullback along the multiplication of V;
• the coaction of D!(V) on D∗(W⊥) given by the formula
D∗(W⊥)
∆∗−−→ D∗(W⊥)⊗D∗(W⊥)
id⊗i∗−−−→ D∗(W⊥)⊗D∗(V∨)
id⊗FT
V∨−−−−−−→ D∗(W⊥)⊗D!(V). (4.7)
Definition 4.3.3. The RHS of (4.6) will be denoted by
(
C⊗D(B) D
∗(W⊥)
)V,ev
.
The following easy lemma, whose proof is left to the reader, reformulates the coaction (4.7) without
explicitly mentioning the Fourier transform. Therefore, it allows to extend the above definition to categories
acted by nonabelian group indschemes (see Section 5).
Lemma 4.3.4. Assume for simplicity that W⊥ is an indscheme of finite type, so that D(W⊥) ≃ D∗(W⊥)
canonically. Let ev : V × W⊥ → Ga the evaluation and p : V × W
⊥ → W⊥ the projection. The coaction
(4.7) can be written as
D(W⊥)→ D(W⊥)⊗D!(V) ≃ D!(W⊥ × V), M 7→ p!(M)⊗ ev!(exp).
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4.3.5. Let H be a group indscheme over B acting on V and assume that W →֒ V is H-equivariant. Then,
H acts on W⊥ via the dual action.
If C ∈ D(B)-mod is acted on by H ⋉ V, both CW and C|
W
⊥
retain an action on H. By rerunning the
above construction, we obtain a natural equivalence
CH⋉W
≃
−−→
(
C⊗D(B) D
∗(W⊥)
)H⋉V,ev
:=
((
C⊗D∗(W⊥)
)V,ev)H
, (4.8)
where now ⊗ stands for the tensor product in the ∞-category (D(H),m!)- comod(D(B)-mod).
Example 4.3.6. For instance, assume V is equipped with an action of an algebraic group H . Note that there
is an induced action of H := H(K) on V := V (A). For W := V (K), we will see in Section 6.2.6 that the
equivalence (4.8) is exactly the extended coefficient functor H ⋉ V , thereby proving the following result.
Proposition 4.3.7. Let CRan ∈ R-mod be acted on by H(K) ⋉ V (A). The the Ran-version of the extended
coefficient functor
coeffRanchV : (CRan)
H(K)⋉V (K) −→
(
CRan ⊗
D(Ran)
D(chV )
)H(K)⋉V (A),ev
(4.9)
is an equivalence.
We will discover that, when H ⋉ V is the Levi decomposition of BGL2 (resp., BPGL2), this is our main
theorem for the group GL2 (resp., PGL2).
5. Definition of the extended Whittaker category
To provide a geometric version of Definition 1.3.1, one has to meticolously convert all the objects appearing
there into objects of algebraic geometry. For instance, it is well-known that the quotient G(A)/G(O) ought
to be replaced by the Beilinson-Drinfeld Grassmannian GrG over the Ran space, and Fun(G(A)/G(O)) by
the category D(GrG). However, it is convenient to proceed in greater generality: instead of D(GrG), we start
with CRan ∈ R-mod, equipped with an action of T (K)⋉N(A). This datum is enough to make sense of the
Ran-version of the extended Whittaker category of CRan, denoted WhG,ext[CRan], which is again an object of
R-mod.
However, D(GrG) has more structure: it is naive-unital and it is acted on by T (K)⋉N(A) naive-unitally,
see Section 3.2.9. Assume CRan possesses the same structure: in this case, WhG,ext[CRan] is naive-unital as
well, and we define the genuine extended Whittaker category of CRan to be the DG category
WhG,ext[Cindep] :=
(
WhG,ext[CRan]
)
indep
.
Note the abuse of notation on the LHS: WhG,ext[Cindep] does depend on CRan, not just on Cindep. However,
any Cindep arising in practice has a “canonical” CRan attached to it.
5.1. General framework for the construction. We start by explaining the main contruction over a base
scheme of finite type B. In the most general situation, the ingredients of the definition are a category acted
on by a semidirect product T ⋉ N of group indschemes and a space c of additive characters of N which is
T-invariant with respect to the dual T-action. The details are given below. (As promised, the construction
that follows is an extension of the one in Section 4.3.2, with the aid of Lemma 4.3.4.)
5.1.1. Assume given the following data.
(i) Let B be a k-scheme of finite type, viewed as a base. Consider the symmetric monoidal ∞-category
DGCat/B := ShvCat(BdR) ≃ D(B)-mod of DG categories fibered over B. We denote the monoidal
operation of DGCat/B by ⊗ and ×B by ×.
(ii) Let (N,m) be a group object in the 1-category IndSchpro/B, so that (D
!(N),m!) is a coalgebra object
of DGCat/B.
(iii) Let C ∈ DGCat/B be equipped with an N-action, i.e. a coaction of (D
!(N),m!) on C is given.
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(iv) Let c be another group object of IndSchpro/B endowed with a bilinear pairing ev : N× c → Ga. Note
that the natural functor
⊠ : D!(G)⊗D!(c) −→ D!
(
G× c
)
(5.1)
is an equivalence.
(v) Assume furthermore that a group object T of IndSch/B acts on N and c compatibly with the evalu-
ation, i.e. ev is T-equivariant with respect to the diagonal action on N× c and the trivial action on
Ga. We require that the N-action on C extends to a T ⋉N-action.
5.1.2. Under the assumptions (i)-(iv) above, we define the object
(
C⊗D(c)
)G,ev
of DGCat/B, equipped with
a conservative functor
oblvG,ev :
(
C⊗D!(c)
)G,ev
−→ C⊗D!(c). (5.2)
Let us regard C⊗D!(c), as a category over B equipped with an N-action, where N acts trivially on D!(c).
Recall also the exponential D-module exp ∈ D(Ga), which is “additive”:
add!(exp) ≃ exp ⊠ exp. (5.3)
Since ev is bilinear and exp additive, the D-module ev!(exp) is a “bilinear” sheaf on D!(N) ⊗ D!(c): this
means that compatible identifications
m!N(ev
!(exp)) ≃ (p1)
!(ev!(exp))⊗ (p2)
!(ev!(exp))
m!c(ev
!(exp)) ≃ (p′1)
!(ev!(exp))⊗ (p′2)
!(ev!(exp))
are given, where pi : N×N× c→ N× c and p
′
i : N× c× c→ N× c are the projections.
The bilinearity allows to define the following cosimplicial object in DGCat/B:
C⊗D!(c) //
//
C⊗D!(c)⊗D!(N) //
//
// C⊗D!(c)⊗D!(N)⊗2 · · · , (5.4)
where the arrows are generated, as in 4.3.2, by the following three types:
• coact, the coaction of N on C;
• m!N, the pullback along the multiplication of N;
• p!⊗ev!(exp) : D!(c)→ D!(c)⊗D!(N), the pullback along the structure projection p : N→ B twisted
by ev!(exp).
Thus, we define
(
C⊗D!(c)
)N,ev
as the totalization of (5.4) and
oblvN,ev :
(
C⊗D!(c)
)N,ev
→ C⊗D!(c)
as the tautological forgetful functor. Such functor is fully faithful whenever N is a colimit of pro-unipotent
group schemes (cf. Section 2.5.3).
5.1.3. The category
(
C ⊗ D!(c)
)N,ev
is meant to be the analogue of the space of functions of Definition
1.3.1 that satisfy the first condition there (N(A)-equivariance). To address the second condition of loc.cit,
we need item (v) of the list in 5.1.1: regard C⊗D!(c) as a category acted on by T (diagonally) and let
oblvT :
(
C⊗D!(c)
)T
→ C⊗D!(c)
the usual oblivion functor.
Definition 5.1.4. We shall consider the object
(
C⊗D!(c)
)T⋉N,ev
∈ DGCat/B. According to Section 2.5.6,
this is the fiber product (
C⊗D!(c)
)T⋉N,ev
:=
(
C⊗D!(c)
)T
×
C⊗D!(c)
(
C⊗D!(c)
)N,ev
. (5.5)
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5.1.5. We now extend these constructions to categories over Ran, in the obvious way. To be precise, assume
given the data:
(ii’) (N,m), a group object in the 1-category of relative indschemes over Ran, so that (D!(N),m!) is a
coalgebra object of ShvCat∇(Ran);
(iii’) CRan ∈ R-mod, equipped with an N-action;
(iv’) c another relative indscheme over Ran, and ev : N ×Ran c→ Ga an bilinear map;
(v’) T → Ran a relative group indscheme, satisfying the same conditions as before.
Then we may define the following sheaf of categories (over RandR):(
C⊗D
!(c)
)T⋉N,ev
:=
{(
CXI ⊗
D(XI)
D!(cXI )
)T
XI
⋉N
XI
,ev
}
I∈fSet
. (5.6)
Since we are mostly interested in the global sections of this sheaf of categories, we set(
CRan ⊗D
!(c)
)T⋉N,ev
:= Γ
(
RandR,
(
C⊗D
!(c)
)T⋉N,ev)
.
Remark 5.1.6. This is not an abuse of notation, for Γ(RandR,C⊗D
!(c)) is equivalent to the RHS of (5.5) upon
substituting B with Ran. To prove this, use the dualizability of D!(Y) as a D(Ran)-module for Y = c,N,T.
5.2. Functoriality. Let us discuss natural functors between categories of the above sort.
5.2.1. The following basic fact will be used several times. Let I be an arbitrary index ∞-category and ∆1
the 1-simplex category. Let I ×∆1 → DGCat be a diagram: this consists of two I-diagrams i Ci, i Ei
and a family of compatible functors fi : Ci → Ei. We obtain a functor F : limi Ci → limi Ei. Assume now
that each fi has a left adjoint and that they together give rise to a diagram I × (∆
1)op → DGCat. Then F
has a left adjoint, computed termwise.
Lemma 5.2.2. Let f : c → c′ be a T-equivariant morphism in IndSchpro/B and let ev
′ : N× c′ → Ga be such
that ev = ev′ ◦ f . Then, the pull-back f ! : D!(c′)→ D!(c) induces a morphism
f ! :
(
CB ⊗D
!(c′)
)T⋉N,ev′
−→
(
CB ⊗D
!(c)
)T⋉N,ev
.
Proof. Obviously, f ! : D!(c′) → D!(c) is D(B)-linear, whence it yields f ! : CB ⊗D
!(c′) → CB ⊗D
!(c). The
latter is manifestly compatible with the coactions of D!(T) and D!(N) on both categories, so that it descends
to functors f ! :
(
CB ⊗D
!(c′)
)T
→
(
CB ⊗D
!(c)
)T
and
(
CB ⊗D
!(c′)
)N,ev′
→
(
CB ⊗D
!(c)
)N,ev
. 
The proof of the following result consists of rearranging fiber products and it is left to the reader. (It is
parallel to the one of Lemma 3.3.3.)
Lemma 5.2.3. In the notation of the above lemma, assume that
f ! : CB ⊗D
!(c′) −→ CB ⊗D
!(c)
is fully faithful. Then, the natural functor(
CB ⊗D
!(c′)
)T⋉N,ev′
−→
(
CB ⊗D
!(c′)
)T
×(
CB⊗D!(c)
)
T
(
CB ⊗D
!(c)
)T⋉N,ev
induced by f ! is an equivalence.
From now on, assume c (as well as c′) is of ind-finite type, so that D!(c) ≃ D(c) canonically.
Lemma 5.2.4. Let f : c → c′ be a T-equivariant morphism in IndSchft/B such that ev
′ = ev ◦ f . Then,
f∗ : D(c)→ D(c
′) induces a morphism
f∗ :
(
CB ⊗D(c)
)T⋉N,ev
−→
(
CB ⊗D(c
′)
)T⋉N,ev′
.
If f is proper, then f∗ is left adjoint to f
!. If f is an open embedding, then f∗ is right adjoint to f
!.
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Proof. By base change, f∗ : D(c) → D(c
′) is D(B)-linear, whence f∗ : CB ⊗D(c) → CB ⊗D(c
′) is defined.
It remains to check that this functor is T- and N-equivariant: both claims follow again from base change.
The stated adjunctions are automatic. 
Corollary 5.2.5. In the situation of the above lemma, if f is an open or closed embedding, then f∗ is fully
faithful.
5.3. The Ω-twist. Before getting to the proper definitions of the (extended, degenerate) Whittaker cate-
gories of CRan ∈ R-mod, we need to introduce twisted versions of the prestacks of jets into G and similia.
5.3.1. Let 2ρˇ be the coweight of G equal to the sum of all positive coroots and denote by Ω2ρˇ := ΩX ×
Gm T
the induced T -bundle on X . We choose once and for all a square root of Ω2ρˇ, which we denote by Ωρˇ.
For any subgroup H ⊆ G containing T (e.g.: P , M , ZM for any P ∈ Par), we form the H-bundle
PΩH := Ω
ρˇ ×T H . Let H˙ be the group scheme over X defined by
H˙ := AutH(P
Ω
H).
9
This is a pure inner form of the trivial group scheme H ×X . In particular, BunH ≃ BunH˙ , canonically.
We need to twist also the unipotent radicals of P ’s accordingly: for any P ∈ Par with Levi decomposition
P = M ⋉ UP , set
U˙P := ker(P
Ω →MΩ).
This way, we have P˙ ≃ M˙ ⋉ U˙P canonically.
5.3.2. Next, for any H ⊆ G for which H˙ has been defined, we consider generic sections and (meromorphic)
jets of sections into H˙ ; e.g.:
H˙(A) := Jetsmer
(
H˙/X
)
.
The only reason we adopt this twist is to have canonical sections of the spaces of characters chG,ext: see
Proposition 5.5.5 and Section 7.1.1.
5.4. The extended Whittaker category. Let CRan ∈ R-mod be acted upon by T˙ (K)⋉ N˙(A). To define
the extended Whittaker category of CRan, we wish to apply verbatim the constructions above. Hence, it
remains to specify what c will be.
5.4.1. As in the function theoretic situation, we set c := chG,ext to be the indscheme (of ind-finite type) of
characters of N˙(A) that are trivial on N˙(K) →֒ N˙(A). This inclusion is obviously T˙ (K)-equivariant.
To place this definition in the framework of Section 4, note that the natural maps
N˙(A)/[N˙(A), N˙ (A)]→ N˙(A)/[N˙ , N˙ ](A)→ N˙/[N˙, N˙ ](A)
are all isomorphisms. As a consequence, chG,ext is the annihilator of N˙/[N˙, N˙ ](K) inside the dual of
N˙(A)/[N˙(A), N˙ (A)]. Explicitly, using our chosen Chevalley generators,
chG,ext : S 7→
{(
x, η = {ηi}i∈I
) ∣∣∣∣ x ∈ Ran(S),ηi a section of OS ⊠ OX |Ux
}
, 10 (5.7)
see Remark 4.1.5. When there is no risk of confusion, we may occasionally write ch := chG,ext.
Remark 5.4.2. There is slight clash of notation with the parallel definition in the function theory setting.
There, ch was the space of C×-valued characters, whereas in the geometric picture ch represents additive
characters. However, this is harmless as a canonical “exponential” character, the D-module exp, is available
in the current setting.
Remark 5.4.3. Let us remind the reader that we are under the assumption that G has connected center.
Otherwise, ch is to be defined differently: the general case is explained in [9, Sections 8.1, 8.2.].
9Perhaps HΩ would have been a better notation for H˙, but we find the latter less invasive.
10 Had we not followed the convention of 5.3, the OX in the above formula would have been replaced by ΩX .
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5.4.4. For the sake of clarity, let us unravel the evaluation pairing ev between N˙(A):
ev : N˙(A) ×
Ran
ch։ N˙/[N˙ , N˙ ](A) ×
Ran
ch →֒ (G⊕Ia )ω(A) ×
Ran
(G⊕Ia )(A)→ Ga,
where the last map is (4.2) associated to the standard self-duality of G⊕Ia . Again, for the sake of clarity, the
“dual” T˙ (K)-action on ch is given by(
x, t, {ηi}i∈I
)
7→
(
x, {αi(t) · ηi}i∈I
)
.
Definition 5.4.5. For CRan ∈ R-mod acted on by T˙ (K) ⋉ N˙(A), define WhG,ext[CRan], the Ran version of
the extended Whittaker category of CRan, as
WhG,ext[CRan] :=
(
CRan ⊗D(ch)
)T˙ (K)⋉N˙(A),ev
.
Note that WhG,ext[CRan] is the category of global sections of
WhG,ext[C] :=
(
C⊗D(ch)
)T˙ (K)⋉N˙(A),ev
∈ ShvCat∇(Ran).
5.4.6. This is as far as the definition can go for a general CRan ∈ R-mod; to extract a plain DG category
from WhG,ext[CRan], we need a naive-unital structure on CRan.
Lemma 5.4.7. Let CRan ∈ R-mod
un be acted unitally on by T˙ (K) ⋉ N˙(A). Then WhG,ext[CRan] admits a
canonical naive-unital structure.
Proof. It suffices to show that (CRan⊗D(ch))N˙
(A),ev is canonically naive-unital. By writing it as a totalization,
we just need to see that the arrow p! ⊗ ev!(exp) : D(ch) → D!(N˙(A)) ⊗ D(ch) is naturally a morphism in
R-modun . Let us form the correspondence expressing the unitality of N˙(A) ×Ran ch, together with the
evaluations maps to Ga:
Ga.
Ran× (N˙(A) ×
Ran
ch) N˙(O,A) ×
Ran×Ran
(Ran× ch) N˙(A) ×
Ran
chαoo β //
ev
**❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯
ev
tt✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐
(5.8)
Notice that the diagram is commutative, as ev is null on N(O) ⊆ N(A). Hence, our claim follows from the
contractibility of the fibers of β. 
We are now ready to give the main definition of this paper.
Definition 5.4.8. For CRan ∈ R-mod
un , acted on unitally by T˙ (K) ⋉ N˙(A), define WhG,ext[Cindep], the
extended Whittaker category of CRan, as
WhG,ext[Cindep] :=
(
CRan ⊗D(ch)
)T˙ (K)⋉N˙(A),ev
indep
:= indep
((
CRan ⊗D(ch)
)T˙ (K)⋉N˙(A),ev)
.
(We emphasize again that this notation is abusive, as the LHS depends also on CRan, not just on Cindep.)
As a particular case of the above construction, the following plays a central role in the geometric Langlands
program. The extended Whittaker category of the affine Grassmannian is the DG category
Wh(G, ext) := WhG,ext[D(Gr
indep
G˙
)],
where Grindep
G˙
, the Ω-twisted Grassmannian, parametrizes G-bundles equipped with a rational isomorphism
to PΩG .
Remark 5.4.9. By Lemma 3.3.3, we can also write
WhG,ext[Cindep] :=
(
CRan ⊗D(ch)
)T˙ (K)
indep
×
CRan⊗D(ch)
(
CRan ⊗D(ch)
)N˙(A),ev
.
This longer formula is particularly useful when treating the Whittaker category of the affine Grassmannian.
The reason is that the independent category of D(GrG˙× ch)
T˙ (K) is the category of D-modules on an explicit
prestack.
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5.5. The degenerate, or partial, Whittaker categories. Important variants of Definitions 5.4.5 and
5.4.8 arise by replacing chG,ext with some particular T˙ (K)-invariant subspaces related to parabolic subgroups.
Example 5.5.1. Let P be a standard parabolic subgroup, with Levi M . The closed embedding i : chM,ext →֒
chG,ext, determined in (5.7) by the vanishing of the ηi’s corresponding to I− IM , yields the colocalization
i∗ :
(
CRan ⊗D(chM,ext)
)T˙ (K)⋉N˙(A),ev
⇄WhG,ext[CRan] : i
!.
Passing to the independent subacategories, we derive the adjunction
i∗ :
(
CRan ⊗D(chM,ext)
)T˙ (K)⋉N˙(A),ev
indep
⇄WhG,ext[Cindep] : i
!,
which we denote by the same symbols.
5.5.2. Let χG,P →֒ chG,ext be the image of the section of chG,ext → Ran determined by the requirement that
ηi = 1 for i ∈ IM and ηi = 0 else. Being able to canonically define these χG,P ’s is the only reason for the
usage of the Ω-twisted versions of our groups (Section 5.3).
Definition 5.5.3. For CRan ∈ R-mod, define
WhG,P [CRan] := (CRan)
Z˙M (K)⋉N˙(A),χG,P . (5.9)
If CRan is naive-unital, define also
WhG,P [Cindep] :=
(
WhG,P [CRan]
)
indep
≃ (Cindep)
Z˙M (K ) ×
CRan
(CRan)
N˙(A),χG,P . (5.10)
5.5.4. The prestack chG,ext := ch
indep
G,ext can be stratified in a T˙ (K )-invariant way according to the vanishing
of the sections ηi (equivalently, according to the poset of standard parabolics).
11 In fact, define
chG,P : S 7→
{(
U, η = {ηi}i∈IM
) ∣∣∣∣ U ⊆ XS a domain,ηi a nowhere zero section of OS ⊠ OX |U → U
}
/ ∼ . (5.11)
It is easy to see that each chG,P →֒ chG,ext is a locally closed embedding (cf. Corollary 3.4.4) and that the
partition
⊔
P⊆G chG,P is indeed the T˙ (K )-orbit stratification of chG,ext.
Proposition 5.5.5. Let χ¯G,P ∈ chG,P be the image of χG,P along chG,ext → chG,ext. Pullback along the
inclusion {χ¯G,P } →֒ chG,P yields an equivalence
WhG,P [Cindep]
≃
−−−→
(
Cindep ⊗D(ch
indep
G,P )
)T˙ (K )
×(
Cindep⊗D(ch
indep
G,ext
)
)T˙ (K ) WhG,ext[Cindep]. (5.12)
Proof. This is an immediate application of Proposition 2.6.2, after observing that the stabilizer of χ¯G,P
within T˙ (K ) is exactly ZM (K ). 
Definition 5.5.6. Pullback along the locally closed embedding chG,P →֒ chG,ext yields the restriction functor
̺G,ext→P : WhG,ext[Cindep] −→WhG,P [Cindep]. (5.13)
The totality of these functors, as P runs through the poset of standard parabolics, is jointly conservative
(this follows from the fact that
⊔
P⊆G chG,P is a stratification of chG,ext). The reader may wonder whether
(and if so, how) WhG,ext[Cindep] can be reconstructed out of the WhG,P [Cindep]. This is explained in [9].
11Recall we are assuming that ZG is connected.
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6. The functor of Whittaker coefficient
The main goal of this paper is to show that a specific (continuous) functor
coeffG,ext : D(BunG)→Wh(G, ext) (6.1)
is fully faithful for G = GLn and G = PGLn. As with the definition of the extended Whittaker category,
we shall discuss the construction of this functor in the more general context of a naive-unital category over
Ran acted on unitally by M(K)⋉U(A). Here, M ⋉U is the Levi decomposition of an affine algebraic group.
In this section, the Ω-twists are irrelevant (for instance, there is a canonical identification BunG ≃ BunG˙) so
we ignore them.
The non-trivial point in the discussion of coeffG,ext is its continuity. This is ensured by the strong approx-
imation for meromorphic jets into a unipotent group U , Proposition 6.1.5, parallel to the fact that in the
function theoretic case U(A)/U(K) is compact.
6.1. Definition of the coefficient functor and strong approximation.
6.1.1. Let M ⋉U be the Levi decomposition of an algebraic group, and chU → Ran the relative indscheme
of characters of U(A) trivial on U(K). For CRan ∈ R-mod acted on by M(K)⋉ U(A), consider the inclusion
oblvU(K) :
(
(CRan)
U(K)
⊗D(c)
)M(K)
→
(
CRan ⊗D(c)
)M(K)
,
where c → Ran is a unital relative indscheme equipped with a unital M(K)-equivariant map c → chU .
The induced evaluation U(A) ×Ran c → Ga will be also denoted by ev. The functor oblv
U(A),ev :
(
(CRan)⊗
D(c)
)M(K)⋉U(A),ev
→
(
CRan ⊗D(c)
)M(K)
factors through oblvU(K), thus yielding the fully faithful functor
oblvrel :
(
(CRan)⊗D(c)
)M(K)⋉U(A),ev
−→
(
(CRan)
U(K)
⊗D(c)
)M(K)
. (6.2)
We may occasionally write
(
CRan ⊗D(c)
)(M⋉U)(K)
for
(
(CRan)
U(K) ⊗D(c)
)M(K)
, being understood that the
U(K)-action on D(c) is trivial.
Remark 6.1.2. Arguing as in Lemma 5.4.7, we deduce that, if CRan is naive-unital acted on naive-unitally by
M(K)⋉ U(A) , then oblvrel is tautologically a morphism of naive-unital categories.
Proposition 6.1.3. The functor (6.2) admits a continuous right adjoint, which we denote by AvU(A),ev∗ .
The proof of Proposition 6.1.3 is carried out just below. Assuming this result for the moment, we define
coeffRan as the composition
coeffRanc : (CRan)
(M⋉U)(K) pullback−−−−→
(
(CRan)
U(K)
⊗D(c)
)M(K) AvU(A),ev∗−−−−−−→ ((CRan)⊗D(c))M(K)⋉U(A),ev.
6.1.4. It is clear that AvU(A),ev∗ is continuous if and only if so is Av
U(A)
∗ . Thus, by replacing CRan ⊗ D(ch)
with CRan, it suffices to prove the following:
Proposition 6.1.5. Let U be a unipotent group and CRan ∈ R-mod be acted on by U(A). The functor
AvU(A)∗ : CRan → (CRan)
U(A) is continuous on the subcategory (CRan)
U(K) →֒ CRan.
In turn, it suffices to prove the statement separately for each power of the curve XI , the reason being
that colimits in a limit category are computed naively. The key is to estabilish the following general result.
Lemma 6.1.6. Let B be a base scheme of finite type, U a pro-unipotent group scheme over B and U1,U2 ⊆ U
two subgroups. Let CB ∈ DGCat/B ≃ D(B)-mod a category acted on by U. If the multiplication map
m : U1 ×U2 → U
is surjective, then there exists an equivalence AvU∗ ≃ Av
U1
∗ ◦ Av
U2
∗ . (We are omitting to write the forgetful
functors oblvU as they are fully faithful.)
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Proof. Set U1 ∩ U2 to be the subgroup U1 ×U U2 and denote by × the fiber product ×B. The assumption
is equivalent to having an isomorphism
U1
U1∩U2
× U2 → U.
The functor AvU1∗ ◦ Av
U2
∗ is isomorphic to the composition
CB
−⊗kU1×U2−−−−−−−→ CB ⊗D
∗(U1 × U2)
m∗−−→ CB ⊗D
∗(U)
actU−−−→ CB.
Clearly, m factors as m̂ ◦ q, where q : U1 × U2 → U1
U1∩U2
× U2 is a quotient map with contractible fibers.
Hence, under the assumption, we have that q∗(kU1×U2) ≃ kU and we are done. 
Let m ≥ n ≥ 1. In our situation, consider U := U(A)m,XI with subgroups U1 := U(A)n,XI and U2 =
U(A)m,XI ∩ U(K)XI .
Lemma 6.1.7. Fix I ∈ fSet. There exists n ≥ 1 such that
U(A)n,XI ×
XI
(
U(A)m,XI ∩ U(K)XI
)
→ U(A)m,XI
is surjective on geometric points for any m ≥ n.
Proof. One easily reduces to U = Ga. Let x ∈ X
I be a geometric point and D ⊂ X the divisor corresponding
to it. Note that
(
U(A)m,XI ∩ U(K)
)
(k) ≃ H0(Xk,O(m · D)) and that the statement is equivalent to the
surjectivity of the map
H0(Xk,O(m ·D))→ H
0(Xk,O(m ·D)/O(n ·D)).
The obstruction lies in H1(Xk,O(n ·D)), which vanishes by Serre duality as soon as n is large enough. 
6.1.8. We can now complete the proofs of Proposition 6.1.5 and consequently Proposition 6.1.3.
Proof of Proposition 6.1.5. We show that, for any XI , the inverse system of functors Av
U(A)
ℓ,XI
∗ eventually
stabilizes on C
U(K)
XI
. Indeed, combining the two lemmas above, we obtain that
Av
U(A)
ℓ,XI
∗ ≃ Av
U(A)
k,XI
∗ ◦ Av
U(A)
ℓ,XI
∩U(K)
XI
∗ ,
as soon as ℓ ≥ k. However, the latter is isomorphic to Av
U(A)
k,XI
∗ on (CXI )
U(K). 
6.2. The unital structures.
Proposition 6.2.1. If CRan is naive-unital with a naive-unital action of M(K)⋉ U(A), then
AvU(A),ev∗ :
(
(CRan)
U(K)
⊗D(c)
)M(K)
−→
(
(CRan)⊗D(c)
)M(K)⋉U(A),ev
.
is a morphism in R-modun .
Proof. First off, the twist by ev is irrelevant, whence it is enough to prove that AvU(A)∗ : (CRan)
U(K) →
(CRan)
U(A) is naive-unital whenever CRan ∈ R-mod
un is acted on unitally by U(A). Writing
C
U(K)
Ran ≃
(
lim
[n]∈∆
U(K)D!(U(A))⊗D!(U(A))⊗n ⊗ CRan
)
,
we see that it suffices to prove the assertion in the universal case, that is, for the regular representation
CRan = D
!(U(A)). In other words, we need to prove that the right adjoint to
D(Ran)
p!
−→ D!(U(A)/U(K)),
which is continuous by strong approximation, is naive-unital. Denote by p? such functor.
By construction, U(A)/U(K) belongs to RanCorr/Ran, via the diagram
Ran× Ran Ran;
Ran× (U(A)/U(K)) U(O,A)/(Ran× U(K)) U(A)/U(K)
αoo
add //
β //
v

id×p
**❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯
p

(6.3)
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this is just the quotient along the subgroup U(K) → U(A) in RanCorr/Ran. We know that p
! is a morphism
in R-modun : this means that there is a natural isomorphism β+ ◦ α
! ◦ (id × p)! ≃ p! ◦ add∗, together with
coherent compatibilities. We wish to prove that p? is also a morphism in R-mod
un . To do this, we just need
to show that the natural transformation
add∗ ◦ (id× p)? −→ p? ◦ β+ ◦ α
!
is an isomorphism. This follows from a simple diagram chase together with the contractibility of the fibers
of v and p. 
Thus, if CRan is naive-unital, we define the functor
coeffc : (Cindep)
(M⋉U)(K ) −→
(
(CRan)
U(K)
⊗D(c)
)M(K)
indep
−→
(
(CRan)⊗D(c)
)M(K)⋉U(A),ev
indep
,
to be the independent version of coeffRanc .
Definition 6.2.2. Let CRan be naive-unital, acted on unitally by T (K) ⋉ N(A). The above constructions
specialize to the following:
coeffG,ext := coeffchG,ext : (Cindep)
B(K ) −→WhG,ext[Cindep];
coeffG,P := coeffchG,P : (Cindep)
B(K ) −→WhG,P [Cindep].
Remark 6.2.3. The above coefficient functors have (Cindep)
B(K ) for source. The functor mentioned in (6.1),
which we denoted also coeffG,ext abusing notation, is the one obtained in the case CRan = D(GrG) precom-
posing with the inclusion (as proven in [3])
D(BunG) →֒ D(Bun
B−gen
G ) ≃ D(Bun
1−gen
G )
B(K ) ≃
(
D(GrG)
B(K)
)
indep
.
The corollary below expresses the commutativity of diagram (1.8).
Corollary 6.2.4. Let CRan be acted on by T (K)⋉N(A). For any P ∈ Par, there is a natural isomorphism
coeffRanG,P ≃ ̺G,ext→P ◦ coeff
Ran
G,ext. A completely analogous statement holds in the presence of naive-unital
structures.
Proof. Let chG,P be the Ran version of chG,P :
chG,P : S 7→
{(
x, η = {ηi}i∈IM
) ∣∣∣∣ x ∈ Ran(S),ηi a fiberwise non-zero section of OS ⊠ OX |Ux
}
,
and apply the commutativity of (6.4) with chG,P →֒ chG,ext playing the role of c →֒ c
′. 
Lemma 6.2.5. In the situation of Section 6.1.1, let c′ be another relative indscheme mapping to chU and
f : c→ c′ be a M(K)-equivariant morphism such that ev = ev′ ◦ f . Then, lax-commutative diagram
(
CRan ⊗D(c)
)M(K)⋉U(A),ev (
CRan ⊗D(c
′)
)M(K)⋉U(A),ev
,
(
(CRan)
U(K) ⊗D(c)
)M(K) (
(CRan)
U(K) ⊗D(c′)
)M(K)
f
!
//
f
!
//
AvU(A),ev
′
∗

AvU(A),ev
∗

(6.4)
obtained from Lemma 5.2.2 by adjunction, is actually commutative. When everything in sight is naive-unital,
we obtain a commutative diagram of independent subcategories.
Proof. The twist by ev is irrelevant, so we assume that c is Ran. It suffices to check the claim separately on
each XI . Further, by the proof of Proposition 6.1.5, we know that the inverse system of functors Av
U(A)
ℓ,XI
∗
stabilizes. Hence, it suffices to show that, for any ℓ ≥ 1, the functors f ! intertwine the averaging functors
Av
U(A)
ℓ,XI
∗ . This is a straightforward computation using the fact that Av
U(A)
ℓ,XI
∗ is the functor of convolution
with the constant sheaf on U(A)ℓ,XI . 
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6.2.6. We conclude this section by finishing the proof that coeffRanGL2,ext is an equivalence. Since the coefficient
functor is that case is essentially Fourier transform, the equivalence already holds at the level of categories
over Ran, with no “independent” manipulations required.
We need to verify that the equivalence (4.9) is given by the coefficient functor. For that, it suffices to
observe that the equivalence of (4.8) fits in the commutative triangle
(
C⊗D(B) D
∗(W⊥)
)H⋉W
,
(
C⊗D(B) D
∗(W⊥)
)H⋉V,ev
CH⋉W
≃ //
""
pullback
❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉ ||
oblv
③③③③③③③③③③③③③③③③
(6.5)
where the functor oblv is fully faithful.
7. Fully faithfulness of the coefficient functor
In this section, we prove the main result of this paper, Theorem 7.1.2.
7.1. Statement and overview. Let us fix some notation first. Unless stated otherwise, let G := GLn and
G′ := GLn−1 for the entirety of this section. Standard parabolic subgroups of GLn correspond to partitions
of n. We shall denote by Pm1,...,mp ⊆ GLn the subgroup corresponding to the partition n = m1 + · · ·+mp.
In particular, we set Q := Pn−1,1 ⊂ GLn and Q
′ := Pn−2,1 ⊆ G
′. The Levi decomposition of Q is
Q ≃M ⋉ V , where M := G′ ×Gm and V := G
n−1
a .
7.1.1. Since it matters in the course of the proof, let us be precise about the Ω-twist. Note that V˙ (K) (resp.,
V˙ (A)) parametrizes rational sections (resp., meromorphic jets of sections) of the rank (n− 1) vector bundle
Ωn−1X ⊕ Ω
n−2
X · · · ⊕ ΩX .
Hence, chV ≃ GSect(VE/X), the annihilator of V˙ (K), is the relative indscheme of rational sections of
E := Ω2−nX ⊕ Ω
1−n
X · · · ⊕ OX .
The obvious inclusion OX →֒ E yields a section ξ of chV → Ran.
Theorem 7.1.2. Let G = GLn, or G = PGLn, and Q be the standard parabolic subgroup corresponding to
the partition n = (n − 1) + 1. For any CRan ∈ R-mod
un acted on unitally by Q˙(A), the extended coefficient
functor
coeffG,ext : (Cindep)
Q˙(K ) −→WhG,ext[Cindep]
is fully faithful.
We will only run the proof in the GLn case, the case of PGLn is almost identical and left to the reader.
7.1.3. The statement of Theorem 7.1.2 is trivial for n = 1: in that case, the coefficient functor is the identity
of (Cindep)
Gm(K). The proof ultimately goes by induction on n. More precisely, we shall express coeffG,ext
as a composition of four fully faithful functors: the first functor is an equivalence by Fourier transform,
the second is fully faithful thanks to a geometric argument explained in Section 7.2, the third functor is an
equivalence thanks to a standard result on transitive actions (Proposition 2.6.2), the fourth functor is fully
faithful by induction.
We start from CRan, viewed as a category acted on by M˙(K)⋉ V˙ (A), and use Proposition 4.3.7 to obtain
the equivalence
coeffRanchV = Av
V˙ (A),ev
∗ ◦ (ωchV ⊗−) : (CRan)
Q˙(K) ≃−−−→
(
CRan ⊗D(chV )
)M˙(K)⋉V˙ (A),ev
.
Our first functor is the induced equivalence
coeffchV : (Cindep)
Q˙(K) ≃−−−→
(
CRan ⊗D(chV )
)M˙(K)⋉V˙ (A),ev
indep
. (7.1)
on the independent subcategories.
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7.2. Blowing up. We now wish to compare chV with BchV , the space of generic sections into the blow-up
of VE along the zero section.
7.2.1. Denoting by BE such blow-up and by PE the projective bundle associated to E, define
PchV := GSect(PE/X) BchV := GSect(BE/X).
By construction, PchV and BchV are the functors
PchV : S 7→
{
(x,L, ι)
∣∣∣∣ x ∈ Ran(S),ι : L →֒ (OS ⊠ E)|Ux a line sub-bundle
}/
≈ (7.2)
and
BchV : S 7→

(x,L, ι, σ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
x ∈ Ran(S),
ι : L →֒ (OS ⊠ E)|Ux a line sub-bundle,
σ : OUx → L a section

/ ≈, (7.3)
where in both cases ≈ identifies isomorphic pairs of line bundles compatible with the other pieces of data.
The tautological incidence correspondence
(x,L, ι) (x,L, ι, σ) (x, ι ◦ σ)
PchV BchV chV
✤oo
λoo
✤ //
π //
(7.4)
is a diagram in the category of spaces over Ran with M(K)-action. Hence, setting e˜v = ev ◦ π, we conclude
(Lemma 5.2.2) that π! induces a functor
pi
! :
(
CRan ⊗D(chV )
)M˙(K)⋉V˙ (A),ev
−→
(
CRan ⊗D(BchV )
)M˙(K)⋉V˙ (A),e˜v
.
7.2.2. As usual, denote by chindep, Pchindep, Bchindep the independent versions of the above prestacks. The
following proposition, whose proof is postponed to Section 7.5, is crucial.
Proposition 7.2.3. The pullback π! : D(chindepV )→ D(Bch
indep
V ) is fully faithful and admits a left adjoint π!.
Corollary 7.2.4. The functor(
CRan ⊗D(chV )
)M˙(K)⋉V˙ (A),ev
indep
−→
(
CRan ⊗D(BchV )
)M˙(K)⋉V˙ (A),e˜v
indep
(7.5)
induced by pi! is fully faithful.
This is our second functor.
Proof of the corollary. As an immediate consequence of Proposition 7.2.3, the functor
id⊗ π! : Cindep ⊗D(ch
indep
V ) −→ Cindep ⊗D(Bch
indep
V ), (7.6)
is fully faithful. Then, Lemma 5.2.3 guarantees that the functor in question is a base-change of
pi
! :
(
Cindep ⊗D(ch
indep
V )
)M˙(K )
−→
(
Cindep ⊗D(Bch
indep
V )
)M˙(K )
.
In turn, thanks to the contractibility of M˙(K ), the latter is a base-change of (7.6), and we are done. 
7.3. Transitivity. The reason for bringing BchindepV and Pch
indep
V into play is that the their quotients by
M˙(K ) are really simple.
Lemma 7.3.1. Let [ξ] be the image of ξ along the natural morphism (chindepV −O)→ Pch
indep
V . The inclusion
i[ξ] : pt →֒ Pch
indep
V yields an equivalence
i[ξ] : pt/(Q˙
′ ×Gm)(K )
≃
−−−→ PchindepV /M˙(K )
(the quotients are taken in the e´tale topology). In other words, the M˙(K )-action on PchindepV is transitive and
the stabilizer of [ξ] is (Q˙′ ×Gm)(K ).
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Proof. We show that the “action on [ξ]” map M˙(K ) → PchindepV is surjective on geometric points. Let
(U,LU →֒ E|U ) be a presentation of some f ∈ Pch
indep
V (Spec(k)). Shrinking U , we may assume that both LU
and E|U are trivial, whence f consists of n− 1 functions on U . Shrinking U further, we may suppose that at
least one of those functions is never vanishing. This guarantees the existence of an element of GLn−1(OU )
whose last column in f . 
The fiber of λ : BchV → PchV over [ξ] identifies with chGa , thought of as the space of characters of the
last entry of
V˙ (A) ≃
0∏
i=n−2
(Ga)Ωi(A),
trivial on Ga(K). For this reason, we denote this fiber by chn−1. We are now ready to present our third
functor.
Corollary 7.3.2. Pullback along i[ξ] induces an equivalence
(i[ξ])
! :
(
CRan ⊗D(BchV )
)M˙(K)⋉V˙ (A),e˜v
indep
≃
−−−→
(
CRan ⊗D(chn−1)
)(Q˙′×Gm)(K)⋉V˙ (A),ev
indep
. (7.7)
Proof. Lemma 7.3.1 implies that the inclusion chn−1 →֒ BchV yields an isomoprhism ch
indep
n−1 /(Q˙
′×Gm)(K ) ≃
Bch
indep
V /M˙(K ). By Proposition 2.6.2, we deduce that
i![ξ] :
(
Cindep ⊗D(Bch
indep
V )
)M˙(K )
−→
(
Cindep ⊗D(ch
indep
n−1 )
)(Q˙×Gm)(K )
is an equivalence. Next, base-change with respect to
− ×
CRan⊗D(chn−1)
(
CRan ⊗D(chn−1)
)V˙ (A),ev
and use Lemma 5.2.3. 
7.4. Induction. After rearranging using Lemma 6.2.5, we see that the composition of the arrows (7.1),
(7.5), (7.7) is the fully faithful functor
coeffchn−1 ≃ Av
V˙ (A),ev
∗ ◦ (ωchn−1 ⊗−) : (Cindep)
Q˙(K ) −→
((
CRan ⊗D(chn−1)
)Gm(K)⋉V˙ (A),ev
indep
)Q˙′(K )
.
Next, we apply the induction hypothesis to the naive-unital category
(
CRan ⊗ D(chn−1)
)Gm(K)⋉V˙ (A),ev
, de-
ducing that
coeffG′,ext :
((
CRan ⊗D(chn−1)
)Gm(K)⋉V˙ (A),ev
indep
)Q˙′(K )
−→WhGLn−1,ext
[(
CRan ⊗D(chn−1)
)Gm(K)⋉V˙ (A),ev
indep
]
is fully faithful. This is our fourth functor. Thanks to the obvious isomorphism
T˙ (K)⋉ N˙(A) ≃
(
(T˙ ′(K)⋉ N˙ ′(A)
)
⋉
(
Gm(K)⋉ V˙ (A)
)
,
one easily checks that the category on the RHS is equivalent to WhGLn,ext[Cindep]. Moreover, using Lemma
6.2.5 once more, the resulting composition (Cindep)Q˙
(K ) →֒WhGLn,ext[Cindep] is the extended coefficient func-
tor.
Modulo Proposition 7.2.3, this concludes the proof of Theorem 7.1.2.
7.5. The proof of Proposition 7.2.3. The argument rests on two ingredients: first off, π enjoys a kind
of properness property thanks to which π! is defined; second off, the exceptional fiber of π : BchV → chV is
contractible.
The categorical input needed, whose proof is purely formal, is the lemma below. Before stating it, recall
the notion of “short exact sequence” of categories: a diagram
C1 C C2
j∗
//oo
j! oo i∗
i!
// (7.8)
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where the two pairs of arrows are adjoint, the morphisms i∗ : C1 → C and j∗ : C2 → C are fully faithful and
the kernel of i! is equivalent to the essential image of j∗.
12
Lemma 7.5.1. Assume given a diagram
E1 E E2
C1 C C2
j∗
//oo
j!
j∗
//oo
j!
oo i∗
oo i∗
i!
//
i!
//
ψ

ψ1

ψ2

(7.9)
where the two rows are short exact sequences of categories and the four squares are commutative. Suppose
that
(a) ψ1 and ψ2 are fully faithful;
(b) ψ1 admits a left adjoint, denoted (ψ1)
L;
(c) ψ admits a left adjoint, denoted (ψ)L;
(d) the natural transformation ψL ◦ j∗ → j∗ ◦ (ψ1)
L is an equivalence.
Then ψ is fully faithful.
Proof. It suffices to show that the counit natural transformation (ψ)L ◦ ψ → id is an equivalence when
evaluated separately on the essential images of j∗ and i∗. Thanks to (d), this is obvious for the image of j∗.
As for i∗, we need to show that the natural map
HomC(i∗(c2), d)→ HomE(ψ(i∗(c1)), ψ(d))
is an isomorphism for any d ∈ C. Again, it is enough to check this claim for d = j∗(c
′) and d = i∗(c
′′)
separately. This is obvious for the latter case (fully faithfulness of ψ2). As for the former, one easily sees by
adjunction that both terms are zero. 
7.5.2. We wish to use the above paradigm to prove that π! : D(chindepV )→ D(Bch
indep
V ) is fully faithful. More
generally, we shall prove an analogous statement for any vector bundle E over X .
Let E → X be a vector bundle. Denote by ζ : X →֒ E the zero section and by E◦ its open complement.
Applying the functor GSect (−/X) to ζ, we obtain the closed embedding i : O ≃ pt →֒ GSect (E/X), see
Corollary 3.4.4. Its open complement is GSect (E/X)◦ ≃ GSect(E◦/X).
Similarly, we have the closed embedding i˜ : GSect (PE/X) →֒ GSect (BE/X), with open complement
GSect(BE◦/X), where BE◦ := BE ×E E
◦. Hence, with self-explanatory notation, the two rows in the
following diagram are exact sequences of categories:
D(GSect (BE◦/X)) D(GSect (BE/X)) D(GSect (PE/X)).
D(GSect(E◦/X)) D(GSect(E/X)) D(O)
j˜∗
//oo
j˜!
j∗
//oo
j!
oo i˜∗
oo i∗
i˜!
//
i!
//
π!

(π◦)!

p!

(7.10)
7.5.3. We will verify that the hypotheses of Lemma 7.5.1 are met in this case. Obviously, the four squares of
(7.10) commute, either by the functoriality of the !-pullback or by base-change. Also, (π◦)! is an equivalence
(just because π◦ is an isomorphism), whence (π◦)! is well-defined.
Lemma 7.5.4. The map p! : Vect = D(O)→ D(GSect (PE/X)) is fully faithful.
Proof. It is enough to prove the assertion locally on X , hence we may assume E is trivial with fiber W . As
GMaps(X,PW ) is the quotient of two contractible prestacks (Lemma 7.3.1 and Theorem 3.3.8), the claim
amounts to the compatibility of homology with colimits. 
12By adjunction, the kernel of j! is the essential image of i∗.
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So far, we have assured that hypotheses (a) and (b) of Lemma 7.5.1 hold. To address (c) and (d), we must
make a digression (Section 7.5.5) about maps of prestacks having well-defined !-pushforward on D-modules.
7.5.5. Let us say that a map F : X → Y in PreStkft is weakly proper if F ! : D(Y) → D(X) admits a left
adjoint. Obviously, a proper map (resp., a composition of weakly proper maps) is weakly proper. Weak
properness is preserved by products: if F : X → Y is weak proper, then so is F × idZ : X × Z → Y × Z.
Indeed, under the equivalence D(− × Z) ≃ D(−) ⊗D(Z), the left adjoint of (F × idZ)
! is just F! ⊗ idD(Z).
However, weak properness is not preserved by fiber products in general.
Lemma 7.5.6. Let I be an arbitrary index category and
Φ : I×∆1 → PreStkft
be a diagram of schemes with all arrows weakly proper. Denote by Xi (resp. Yi) the image of (i, 0) (resp.
(i, 1)) under Φ. The resulting map F : colimiXi → colimi Yi is weakly proper.
Proof. For any i, j ∈ I, denote by Fi : Xi → Yi, pi→j : Xi → Xj and qi→j : Yi → Yj the structure arrows.
Then, F ! arises as
F ! ≃ lim
i∈I
(Fi)
! : lim
i,q!
D(Yi) −→ lim
i,p!
D(Xi).
The weak properness of each pi→j and qi→j allows to express the two limit categories as colimit categories
along the !-pushforward functors. Under these equivalences, it is immediate to verify that
colim
i∈I
(Fi)! : colim
i,p!
D(Xi) −→ colim
i,p!
D(Yi),
well-defined by the assumption, is the sought-after left adjoint. 
Remark 7.5.7. In the situation of the above lemma, assume that each arrow is proper (not just weakly
proper). Then F! is computed as colimi(Fi)∗.
Corollary 7.5.8. The maps q : QSect(PE/X) → GSect(PE/X) and GSect (PE/X) → pt are both weakly
proper.
Proof. Let Q• : ∆
op → Sch be the Cech simplicial scheme generated by q, whose colimit (in the Zariski
topology) is GSect (PE/X), see Section 3.4. Apply the above lemma to the canonical diagram Q•+1 → Q•,
where Q•+1 is the split simplicial scheme that resolves Q0 = QSect(PE/X). This yields the first assertion.
To prove the second one, use the resolution Q• again to argue that GSect (PE/X) can be expressed as a
colimit of proper (in fact, projective) schemes. 
7.5.9. Resuming the proof of Proposition 7.2.3, we now show that the map F : GSect(BE/X) →
GSect(VE/X), induced by BE → VE, is weakly proper. This would verify condition (c) of Lemma 7.5.1.
More generally, we prove:
Proposition 7.5.10. Let Y → X be a quasi-projective morphism and f : W → Y a projective morphism.
The map F : GSect (W/X)→ GSect (Y/X) induced by f is weakly proper.
Proof. Write W → Y as a composition W →֒ PNY → Y , with W →֒ P
N
Y closed. Accordingly, F factors as
GSect (W/X)→ GSect(PNY /X)→ GSect(Y/X).
The first arrow is a closed embedding: in fact, its base change along the Zariski-surjection q : QSect(PNY /X)։
GSect(PNY /X) is the closed embedding QSect(W/X) →֒ QSect(P
N
Y /X). Next, we show that the second arrow
is weakly proper. Since GSect(−/X) : Schft/X → PreStk preserves finite limits, the arrow in question is the
projection
GSect(PNY /X) ≃ GSect (P
N
X/X)× GSect (Y/X)→ GSect(Y/X),
whence it suffices to invoke the weak properness of GSect(PNX/X)→ pt (Corollary 7.5.8). 
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7.5.11. It remains to check condition (d) of Lemma 7.5.1. In the present case, such condition is an instance
of the following more general situation. Let
U Y
V Z
g //
g′ //
f

f ′

be a Cartesian diagram of schemes over X , with Y → X quasi-projective, f and f ′ projective, g and g′ open
embeddings. Applying GSect(−/X), we obtain a Cartesian diagram
GSect(U/X) GSect(Y/X),
GSect(V/X) GSect (Z/X)
j //
j′ //
F

F ′

(7.11)
where the horizontal maps are open embeddings and the vertical ones are weakly proper, by the proposition
above.
Proposition 7.5.12. The natural transformation F ′! ◦ j∗ → j∗ ◦ F! is an equivalence.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 7.5.10, it suffices to verify the assertion separately for f : PnY → Y being
the structure map and for f : Z →֒ Y being a closed embedding. In the latter case, we have already observed
that F and F ′ are closed embeddings, whence the claim reduces to the functoriality of ∗-pushforwards. In
the former situation, the diagram in question splits into a product: it is equivalent to one of the form
A⊗D B⊗D,
A⊗ C B⊗ C
γ⊗idD //
γ⊗idC //
idB⊗δ

idA⊗δ

which is evidently commutative. 
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